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Ronning
By DONNA MAE STORM
"Canada has risen to the high-
est level of any middle power in
foreign policy".
Dr. Chester A. Ronning hopes, how-
ever, that Canada will take an even
greater part in developing peaceful re-
lations in its Second Century.
The retired diplomat was speaking
at WLU before a large turnout of stu-
dents and other interested people from
the Twin Cities.
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Pickersgill
By DONNA-MAE STORM
The Honorable J. W. Pickers-
gill, Federal Minister of Transport,
implied an up-coming federal
election when he spoke at a press
confernce held at the Waterloo-
Wellington Airport Wednesday
afternoon.
He attacked the last Conservative
Prime Minister, John Diefenbaker, on
his former campaign promises. Mr. Pic-
kersgill alleged that Diefenbaker offer-
ed former Ontario premier, Leslie Frost,
$160,000,000, "the biggest bribe in his-
tory."
SEE PICKERSGILL Page 3
SEE RONNING Page 2
Although he pointed out that
Canada's foreign policy has been
influenced by the United States,
he said "The Americans will re-
spect us more for stating our
differences."
He feels that the exclusion of
China from the U.N. by the U.S.
"just doesn't make sense." He
argued that recognition of a coun-
try should be based on effective
control of a land area, not on
ideologies and government poli-
cies." I am certain they (the
Chinese) want to be in the U.N.,"
he .said.
Canada's wheat sales to China
and Russia are seen by him as
a step toward improving rela-
tions with the Communist World.
He pointed out that we need the
trade agreements with China
more than China needs the wheat
supplies.
Dr. Roaming had only the high-
est praise for the United Nations.
He felt that a "greater universal-
ity" in the decisions reached im
the General Assembly is desir-
able however. This could be ac-
complished, he felt, by more
members, permanent and non-
permanent, on the Security Coun-
cil. He also proposed representa-
tion by population in the General
Assembly.
Again and again he stressed,
"Canada can be successful only
through the United Nations." He
pointed out that Canada had been
successful in settling the Kash-
mir situation and the Korean
armistice because of U.N. aid.
She failed at the Korean Con-
ference when the U.N. was not
present. He foresaw a time when
Canada "must be prepared to
yield some of her sovereignity to
a world government." As an ex-
ample, he proposed that Canada's
aid program, which is greater
in proportion to its population
than that of any other country
be incorporated in U.N. action.
Regarding the war in Viet Nam,
he said that cessation of bomb-
ing was absolutely essential be-
fore talks could begin. In an ex-
clusive interview with the Cord,
he made it clear that he thinks
the U.S. should never have gone
into Viet Nam. He fears that
voicing this personal opinion
would close the door to negotia-
tion with the U.S. In his speech,
however, he emphasized that it
was up to the West to end the
war.
SILENCE
PLEASE
By MIKE JONES
At last for twenty minutes a
day, four days a week, God is
now with us. We even have a
flashing sign to herald his ap-
proach. Isn't it amazing, the
change in WLU students now that
they know God is in IEI every
morning at 10:00? Frightening is
the only word to describe the
ghostly silence in the Torque
room and foyer for that half hour.
Who would have imagined a mere
sign would have such an effect
on our normally boisterous stu-
dents. This must truly be a
Christian University. Well done,
Dr. Villaume! ! !
(Note: An Anti-Vigil committee
has since spirited away the of-
fending sign.)
First Female Elected CUP President
Delegates to the 29th annual
Canadian University Press con-
ference held in Montreal ap-
proved a new fee structure which
will nearly double the organiza-
tion's working budget.
In the future, fees will be as-
sessed on the basis of services
received by the papers as well as
by enrollment of the university
concerned. This plan will raise
the CUP budget from $11,000 to
$21,000.
The conference, held the last
week of December, ended with a
19 hour plenary session. Here the
delegates decided how to spend
their new-found wealth.
The emphasis was on expand-
ed services. The members adopted
a five-year plan as the guideline
for a program aimed at creating
a more effective student press in
Canada. One of the main ser-
vices to be established under this
plan is the appointment of a
field secretary who will travel
across Canada giving technical
assistance to member papers.
The plan also calls for a telex
communication system linking
subscribers, with the national of-
fice. This system will greatly ex-
pand news and sports exchanges.
CUP wiM set up a larger na-
tional office and full time staff
members will receive pay boosts.
The plenary, which lasted from
10 a.m. Friday until 5 o'clock the
following morning, set records
for both longevity and produc-
tivity.
A further precedent was set
in the election of CUP's first fe-
male president. Lib Spry, editor
of the University of Saskatche-
wan. Sheaf, defeated Jim Schaef-
er of the UWO Gazette, the only
other candidate to be nominated
for the position.
T. E. Nichols, publisher of the
Hamilton Spectator, . was unani-
mously elected honorary nation-
al president for the coming year.
Linda McKenzie, of the CORD,
was elected vice-president of the
Ontario region of CUP. Bruce
Little.of the Queen's Journal was
named president.
The CORD and the U. of W.
Chevron will co-host the 1967
Ontario Regional conference next
fall.
The 30th national CUP. con-
ference will be held at Simoa
Frazer University.
Photo by Clark
Left to right—T. E. Nichols, publisher of the Hamilton Spectator and next
year's honorary president; Jim Schaefer, Gazette editor; and Lib Spry of the
Sheaf, new CUP president.
RONNING
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STUDENTS 10%DISCOUNT
For girls
with
engaging
ideas.
Model No. TR125250 $250.00
from the
•'Diamond Treasure" Collection
Come in and see our engag-
ing fashions. Styles as modern
as tomorrow.
created by
COLUMBIA
Diamond Rings
others from $100. to $10 O'JO. at . , .
' CREDIT JEWELLERS LI L>.
151 KING ST. WEST PHONE: 744-4444
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS SHOWING
WLU IDENTIFICATION CARD
Stores in Guelph, Brantford, Gait and St. Catharines
——1V:yZyyy>y>^'-'^"^y^^yyy?-i
Offers a Secure Future and
Fast fa tfoutig
Men in IdkilMm^m^
Here is a career opportunity where your initiative
and personal talents will, be appreciated and re- 111
warded. You will receive on-the-job training
designed to prepare you for rapid advancement.
Promotion is from within the company, and is
based on individual performance.
If you are graduating in the faculty of Commerce,
Arts or Science.
If you possess leadership ability and self-confi-
dence.
If you possess imagination, ambition, and an mm
'■ - interest in people.
If you are able and willing to accept periodic
expense-paid transfers. mm
Consider a career withZeller'sLimited, a growing
Canadian Retail Company with over 100 stores in
more than 70 cities. Success in the Training Pro- mm
gramme leads to Store Management or to other j
executive positions.
Starting salary will be commensurate with your fill
qualifications and experience. Employee benefits tiff
include, Pension Plan, Group Life and Health ||||
Insurance, Profit Sharing, and Summer and Winter lil
Vacations.
y J Visit the Placement Office to learn more about |l|t
the career opportunities' with Zeller's, and to
arrange an interview with a company represen-
; 1 tative who will be on campus on: g
P •■■'■'"»
I \ ■
January 20
I ; 1
rr^™^: ggir
LIBRARY SCIENCE
Supplemental
Examination
Wednesday,
January 25,1967
6:30 - 7:30 P.M.
(See bulletin board
for rooms)
Made in England. i., s»„brushed leather, * .^^^^^^^sand color.(genuine plant*- Z?!!S•Jon crepe soles). wtfi n
by
Of INGIAND /^T\
Walkwel Shoes
Phone SH 5-7881
182 King St. W. - Kitchener
Pt-iday, JOOuary 13, 1001 
SUPA tries /or 
bright new look 
The Student Union for Peace 
Action (SUPA) held a conference 
at the University of Waterloo, 
Dec·ember 28 to Jarnuary 2. 
The conference, which inclw.led 
a fair amtHmt C<f boor drinking, 
~wa,s of an educational natUJre. At 
least 150 delegates were present 
from across Canada. Despite the 
name of the movement, only 
about hal£ the delegate,s were 
students; the rest were profes-
sional people. Total membership 
of the organization is estimated 
to be about 1200. 
SUPA wa.s founded in 1964 a·s 
a new look for the Combined 
Universities ' Campaign for Nu-
cleall' Disarmament. Thouglh it 
bas tried to advance its postion, 
SUPA is still at the protest g.roup 
level. It ha.s good relations with 
the Students for a Democratic 
Society in the U.S., the Students' 
Nonviolent Co-ordinating Com-
mittee, and is also a member of 
the International Conference for 
Disarmament and Peace in Lon,. 
don, England. SUP A has a full 
staf.f of sev·en in Toronto and a 
full-time staff of five on the Re-
sea•rch, Information, and Publica-
tiolliS Project. 
Speakers at the confer·ence ·in~ 
eluded two pl:'ofessors and a radi-
cal leftist. The latter, Paul Good-
man, an urban anarch,i,st said 
Canada is more leftist than the 
U.S. He 1s quoted as saying that 
for the most part American stu-
dents are not socialist and if ac-
cused of being so, will declare 
themselv•es to be "democratic 
socialists." He also remarked 
that groups such a<s SUPA are 
"committed to better1ng the 
whole world" and "represent our 
one hope :for a better society." 
Dr. George Haggar, political 
science pro£essor at WUC and 
our own radical, traced the de-
velopment of the social move-
ment, from the agitation to prop-
hetic stage that calls for a utopia 
as the alternative to the existing 
sodety. 'I1he social movement 
then moves to the statesmanship 
and finally administration stages 
iJn which "you enter a political 
phase opting for a political party 
(socialist) or organizing a revolu-
tioo." 
Donald Gordon, CBC broadcas-
ter and lectuver in the University 
of Waterloo's political science de-
The new parkin,g regulations partment, spoke on communica-
a'l'OU!lld the school a1·e now in ef- tion, suggesting that adveTtising 
feet. agenc,1es are the most relevant 
On Mid-campus drive pa.rking in our society. · 
Parking rules 
will be allowed on the side closest When it came to t!he mle of 
to King Street. On llbe Torque SUP A the conferen·ce ran into 
Room drive in from Becker St., troubl~. The desir·e to keep SUPA 
there win be parking only on tile completely spontaneous confHct-
side closest to Albert Street. ed with the desire to start or-
Parking on bobh sides of these ganized action. The most ·immedi-
drives create haza.rds in the fire- ate result of the conference was 
man's code of local through traf- a demonstration at 1Jbe U.S. Con-
fie. Pa·rking on both sides of sula<te General in Toronto, a.gamst 
these d.rives also impedes snow the war in Viet Nam. Another 
removal. , result a·ccordmg to Dan Gold• 
'1.1here will be no ovemigbt stick, lecturer at Carleton Uni-
par~ on eillher side oi llhese vef!Sity, former communist lead· 
roadways. er and now a member 'of SUPA, 
Sig<ns to this effect will be going wa•s a sta.tement of principle, cal-
liP in the immediate future. AH }iftg for planned action oo tile 
ca•rs, even with stickers, wiH be Spinks tmiversity report, c.o-Gp. 
towed away afber the sigos have era·tive residence& and free high been erected. schools. 
$ BUSINESS CENTS , 
by .Peter, Paul and Brian 
Solutions to the following per-
sonal problem would be wel-
. corned · fl'om business, sociology, 
psychology students, and profes-
sors, if they dare. 
You a.re chief accoUtntaut of a 
medium - sized manufa<Cturing 
company. Accuracy, efficiency, 
and mora:te ~n your general a·C· 
counting department is unsaUs-
factory. Some of the complaining 
has been directed at the budget 
depa·rtmell't located in tbe same 
general work area but sectioned 
off from the general accountilllg 
staff. What action, if any, would 
you take to correct tms situa-
tion? 
The budget depa-rtment has six 
5upervisory level members. and 
One of a kind 
Ernie Kaiser, 51, Assistant 
Superintendent of the Depart-
ment of Buildings and Grounds 
d•ied sudden·ly 1n the WLU lib-
rary late Tuesday a.fternoon. 
E·rnie went out of his way at 
ev·ery opportunity t<J. hclp any-
one on campus. Steve Little, 
Student Council President, 
said: "He always had a smile 
on his face and be will be 
fondly remembered for hts 
conscientious · a·ssistance to all 
of us." 
Mr. Kaiser is survived by his 
wire, a daughter and a son. 
Dr. Villaume and Dr. Houser 
will jointly coGduc·t the ftmeral 
service in bbe Seminary Chapel 
today at Z p.m. 
four clerical workers, only two 
of which are females. They a•re 
a closely kn:it group and friendly · 
to eae-h other. They feel their 
status is above the employees in 
general meet~ng. Coffee brealcs, 
instead of lasting 10 minutes, a.re 
often extended to 30 minutes. 
Lunch bveaks are often half an 
hour longer tha<n tho;;;·e taken by 
otlher employees. On the job 
br·eaks, convevsa·bions, newspaper 
readings, and visits to other de-
partments are fairly -frequent. 
Tbe general account1ng depart-
moot works beside the budget 
depa•rtment a·nd daily wa-tches tlbe 
relaxed atmosphere and special 
pvivileges given to this small 
group. There a·r·e 15 unionized 
clerical workel's and four super-
visory wage workers. Work is · 
not as challenging as in the bud-
get department, but they put in 
a good "full day's work." Often, 
th·ey a·re a<sked to work overtime, 
for which they are paid time and 
a ha1f. They are not closely knit 
and frequently complain about 
the company, other departments, 
aod J:ellow employees. 
The superintendents of the two 
departments are awa•re of the 
situation but have taken no ac-
tion. 
1. What are the alternative 
cour·ses of action tha.t could be 
taken? 
2. How can the general ac-
counting department be motivat-
ed? 
3. What mea·sure would you, 
as chief account~nt, implement 
to improve the mo.rale, efficiency, 
and accuracy of the general ac-
cou.nting department? 
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Shinerama buys house for Big Brothers 
A new house for the Big Bro-
tlbers Association was purchased 
wi!th the $4,300 raised by WUC 
freshmen during Shi!nerama. 
The two-storey building, located 
at 111 Dulre Street East, will be 
used for administration and re-
cveational f.a·cilities. This ~ the 
Centennial project foc the K~t­
C'hener association. 
CHYM organizes traffic survey 
Cutting the ribbon last Thurs--
day evening to officially open tiM 
building were Mayors Butler and 
Pa1ecl'Jny of Kitchener and Water-
loo respectively. Reverend Hanr 
Jonke of St. Andrews Anglica.a 
Churoo offered tbe prayer of de-
dkati.on. 
~itcbener a<rea motorists bad. 
better sta·rt watchilO:g thetr driv-
ing habits. 
Because they have tlbe reputa-
tion for being tbe worst drivers 
a.round and because of the sharp 
rise of automobi<Je rates in this 
area, Lav!'y Shannon is organiz-
Pickersgill 
(Continued <from Page 1) 
In office, Diefenbaker found 
that "when be had to cash ttie 
cheques, they bounced," accord-
ing to PickersgiU. 
PuisiGg the Liberal regime. he 
called Pearson "one of the think-
ing-est Prime Minister;; we've 
bad." 
The cabinet minister went on 
to comment on Quebec sepa.ra-
ti;sm. He stated that "anyone 
who can do arithmetic in Quebec 
sbi.es a·way from separatism." 
When Premier Daniel Johns<m of 
. Quebec was campaigning in the 
summer, Pickersgill said he 
sounded like a separatist. Since 
bis election, "he has done some 
arithmetic." PickersgHI also stat-
ed that "ther.e has never been a 
government in Quebec that has 
been sepa.ratist." ' 
Pickersgill implied that Quebec 
is a have-not provinc·e. <He said 
the per capita income of Quebec 
i•s below that of all the provinces 
west of it. 
The purpose of Mr. Pickersgill's 
trip was to speak b~fore WLU 
Wednesday night. 
One of the highlights of the 
evening's speech was his defini-
tion of Canaclian T iheralism. He 
called a Conservative "one who 
believes the well-to-do and well-
establishe~ should govern ." An 
NDP. he stJt ~ d. "believes onlv 
the virt,~ ... , should govem." A 
Liberal. ho····"ver, "believes in 
the funrl.J n ental equality of. all 
citizens." 
'I1his was the second in a series 
en Centennial Lectures given here. 
in.g a traffic survey bo check on 
the real facts. 
Mr. Shannon does not place all 
tbe blame on the drivers. Many 
intevsections, he feels, are not 
adequately marked. One good in-
stanc·e of this is the intersection 
en Queen and Weber stl'eets, 
where the traffk s1g:lliS a.re con-
fusing. It is also his opinion that 
Kitch.ener does not have one 
pmper crosswalk, and that tbe 
· pede·strians and d·rivers do not 
l-now how to use tlbem. 
Another thing that's bugging 
Mr. Shannon, and a lot of other 
area drivers, is that the parking 
ba·n on King Street during rush 
hours does not seem to be v·ery 
rigidly enfurced. 
Assisting th·e radio announcer 
in his survey will be s·budents 
from the two universities. Stu-
dents from WUC will take a look 
into traffic la·w;;; and regulations 
in this vegion, and U. of W. en-
gineers will observe traffic for 
two day•s duri<ng rush hours. They 
will wa-tch to see how many rules 
are viola·ted and how manv of 
these law-breakers are ac.t~ally 
being apprehended. 
Later on this winter, an hour-
long ).)rogra m will report on the 
results of the survey on Radio 
Station CHYM. 
, Joseph. P. Ryder, execu·tive dir-
ectOr of the Big Brother· Associa-
ti<OB of Greater Fl1nt Michigan, 
spoke at the banquet whic-h fol-
lowed. Mr. Ryder observed that 
most of tbe members of th-e aud-
ience were men en status wh~ 
must open the doors of tbe com-
munity to less fortunate children. 
He stressed that the Big Br~ 
tJbers Association is not a r·ecrea~ 
tional group, and emphasized the 
one man - one boy relationship. 
He said that the Big Brother gets 
just as muoh from this relation-
ship as the Little Brobher, and 
that C)ne of the rewa·rd.s of this 
work is that the little brothers 
usually become big brothers. 
Other speakers included Robert 
MacLeod, president of the Kit. 
chener branch, Judge J. R. H. 
Kirkpatrick, Honou-rary President, 
and Dave Floyd, full-time d.irec-
tor of the Kitchener association. 
M·r. MacLeod thanked the WUC 
freshmen and sophomore classes 
for thei<r assistance. He said 
"they have helped us to hel~ . 
fatherless boys." Judge Kirkpat-
rick also thanked the WUC stu-
dents for their "magnificent gift" 
to the association. 
The Kitchener ·branch of. the 
Big Brothers Association is the 
fourth largest in Canada. 
WUC HISTORY CLUB 
PRESENTS 
SPEAKER: M. C. BOND 
TITLE: "Imminent Impact Expo '67" 
-slides on pavilions at Expo 
-discussion especially on 
Canadian theme and pavilion. 
DATE: JANUARY IS, 1967' 
PLACE: lEI 
TIME: 3:30 P.M. 
believe it or don't
Gods or little green men?
By HERMINIO SCHMIDT
Herminio Schmidt, who wrote
this article while working for
Electromechanical Manufacturing
Litton Systems {Canada) Limited,
is now a general arts student at
WUC.
Witches are not burned any-
more as they are in medieval
times. Magicians have lost their
influence on the' closed minds of
that time. The 'Zeitgeist', or way
of thinking, is broadening a.s we
get used to jetplanes, satellites
and, now, preparations for a
landing on the moon. We are in
a time of acceptance. No wonder
we are not surprised when TIME
magazine says "Astronomers sus-
pect that life may indeed be
common in the universe, its
higher centers may be trying to
communicate with man's young
civilization on the earth." These
astronomers talk about a super-
civilization which sends signals
to the earth by means of vast
amounts of energy.
About one decade ago mysteri-
ous craft were seen which are
known as flying saucers. Wheth-
er these crafts were visitors from
outer space is not clearly proven.
However, some of these mysteri-
ous saucers were seen by planes,
others by observers on the
ground; a number of them were
picked up on radar screens.
Those making the reports includ-
ed various seasoned observers —trackers of guided missiles, Air
Force pilots, air traffic control-
lers and Weather Bureau obser-
vers. The saucers were sighted
in many different parts of the
world, particularly in the desert
area of the Southwest USA.
In December 1949 the US Air
Force report discussed the mo-
tive of possible visitors from
space. "Such a civilization might
observe that on earth we now
have atomic bombs and are fast
developing rockets. In view of
the past history of mankind, they
should be alarmed. We should
therefore expect, at this time
above all, to behold such visita-
tions.". Are visits from outer space
really something new? Or did
perhaps our ancestors know about
the flying saucers?
In the legends of the Eskimos
it is said the people in the "be-
ginning of the time" have been
carried to the north by "big
metallic birds." The Maya In-
dians of Central America talked
in their sacred "Popol Vuh"
about a "leader race" which
came to teach the Indians "many
sacred things." The bearded
gods came from the sky and later
disappeared into the sky. The
Bhagval Gita (Indian sanskirt
scripture), one of the oldest writ-
ings, talks about "disks surround-
ed by flames." Legends and sac-
red books of the old cultures tell
about "gods who came from the
stars" or "sons of the Sun" who
travelled in barques along the
sky. Even pur Bible talks about
an alloy which had to be prepared
for the gods in "immeasurable
amounts."
Could it be a coincidence that
in different parts of the world
people talked about the "gods?"
Let us suppose there was a highly
developed civilization from outer
space on earth, perhaps 5000-6000
years ago. Let us suppose the
visitors had helicopters, jet-
planes, flying saucers and rock-
ets. How impressive must the
technology of the visitors have
been to the technically primitive
people at that time?
Let us suppose the visitors from
space had a whole city installed
with electric lights. How would
our ancestors have described this
wonder? "And the city has no
need of the sun nor of the moon
to shine upon it . . . and its
large gates will not be closed at
all by day, for night will not
exist there." Are these descrip-
tions of technology seen by people
6000 years ago acceptable?
A surprisingly exact description
of flying objects seems to appear
in the Bible. The prophet Ezekiel
saw a "tempestuous wind coming
from the north and quivering
fire, and it had a brightness all
around, and out of the midst of
it there was something like the
look of metal." Furthermore,
Ezekiel speaks of a- "wheel". "As
for the appearance of the wheels
and their structure, it was just
as When a wheel proved to be
in the midst of a wheel. And their
rims were full of eyes all
around," Is there not a similarity
with a flying saucer? The eyes
in the rims might have been il-
luminated windows.
After his first flight in a my-
sterious object Ezekiel noted,
"and I began to hear behind me
the sound of a great rushing .. .
and there was the sound of the
wings . . . and the sound of the
wheels close beside them." This
description is in close agreement
with a clay tablet found by exca-
vations in Kujundshik, the former
Ninevan. From the cuneiform it
was learned that the King had
been taken by an "eagle with
metal claws" and lifted into the
skies. And the eagle encouraged
him, "Look down to the earth,
What do you see?" And the king
looked down "and the earth was
like a garden and the big rivers
like irrigation in a garden." When
they reached higher altitudes, the
earth appeared to be "bumpy
bread dough and the sea like a
water tub" ... If we compare
this description with the photos
taken by astronaut John Young
on the first manned Gemini shot,
we could easily find a similarity.
These pictures, taken on March
23, 1965 while orbiting 90 miles
above the earth, appear to agree
with the ancient observations of
the King of Ninevah.
The second chronicle of the Old
Testament says that King Solo-
mon conscripted 153,600 laborers
for the work of building a house
for God. It is said that Solomon
made a "very great quantity"
of copper utensils for the house
of God, in fact, so many that "the
weight of copper was not ascer-
tained." Critics have questioned
whether this was possible. Re-
cent excavations, however, made
American archaeologists Nelson
Gluck wonder. In his book The
Other Side of the Jordan, the
archaeologist describes Solomon
as the "great copper King". Nel-
son Gluck writes concerning
Ezion-giber, the center of Solo-
mon's copper industry: "it re-
presented a carefully integrated
industrial complex that took a
great deal of business ability, as
well as architectural, engineering
and metallurgical skill to con-
struct. The entire town was a
phenomenal industrial site. Ezion-
giber was the Pittsburg of old
Palestine."
At the inauguration of this
palace as the priest and musici-
ans praised God, the house was
suddenly filled with a cloud and
the priests were blinded by a
great brightness. Did the "gods"
at this point appear in their fly-
ing' objects with a "brightness
all around?" Had the "gods"
come to take the prepared alloy
which was stored for them in
immeasurable amounts? Could
it be possible that the higher
centres of an outer space civili-
zation have already visited our
earth thousands of years ago?
Could it be that we have mi*,
taken these visitors for gods?
The intensity with which we
work to solve this riddle is best
seen in the urgency with which
the spacecraft projects are push-
ed ahead. The world's most spec-
tacular display of modern scien-
tific and technological progress
is taking shape at Cape Kennedy,
Florida. What is going on there
today would have filled the prop-
hets of Biblical times with awe.
To a man, 6000 years ago, the
sound of a jet plane must have
been like the "rustle of many
waters and the rolling of loud
thunders." The take-off of a big
rocket would have been describ-
ed as a big trumpet. "And the
first one blew his trumpet. And
there occurred a hail and fire
mingled with blood, and it waa
hurled to the earth. . . " These
rockets must have come from the
gods! How else could the people
have explained these technologi-
cal phenomena?
Today we accept modern
science, but what do we believe
about religion? Is religion today
an institution of adorers of a
super-civilization which we have
mistaken for gods? Is our church
an aged institution that urgently
needs an injection of the findings
of modern science and technolo-
gy? The question still remains
open.
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PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
for Chiaroscuro
TWO WEEKS ONLY !
Deadline January 27, 1967
PRIZES OF
$25.00, $15.00, $10.00
for best three photos.
CONTEST REQUIREMENTS:
• Black and white only
• 8 inches x 10 inches
• Unmounted
• Double weight paper
• Any topic or photographic technique
• All students at WUC eligible.
Winning entrants will be required to submit
negatives for examination.
SUBMIT PHOTOS TO:
STAN JACKSON
Chiaroscuro Office
Student Union Building
1967 GRADUATES
IN
ARTS, SCIENCE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The Canada Life Assurance Company
OFFERS YOU
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN
* ACCOUNTING * COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
* FINANCE * SALES * ADMINISTRATION
it ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
Our Company representatives will be conducting
career employment interviews at the University on
THURSDAY MORNING, JANUARY 19, 1967
We invite you to reserve an interview time and
secure further information at the Placement Office.
We the living?
The Now Generation
Each January Time Magazine nominates a Man of the Year. For
1966 the Man of the Year is not a man—it is a generation: the men
and women of 25 and under.
The principal rule of American publishing is that people will pay
to read what they want to read. But even when viewed through this
filter of skepticism, Time's analysis of the "Now Generation" is
penetrating, and because of our "cultural lag," prophetic for Cana-
dians.
According to Time, "this is not just a new generation, but a new
kind of generation." The two most important elements in its develop-
ment are unparalleled affluence in the post-war period and the
impact of North America's new technology. The affluent middle class
society has created a sense of economic security and social well-
being which leads the young to dismiss as superficial and irrelevant
their parents' success-oriented lives. They question the idea of trying
to become a success because they are already successes. With life
expectancy almost doubled in the last century, Time's young would
seem like curious creatures because they are unwilling to accept a
longer and more leisurely adolescence.
Theirs is a philosophy of immediacy to a great extent because of
the new electronic technology. Television, with its unique ability to
involve the audience instantaneously in world actualities, has pro-
duced an aware generation which will not, cannot, wait. It has,
through its use of environmental programming, given youth an abi-
lity "to sense meaning on many levels at the same time" which has
resulted in keener sensitivity to dishonesty and double standards.
This is why the Now Generation is "vociferously skeptical of the
Great Society" — a fact which seems to amaze the Time writer who
quotes one college president as saying, "This generation has no
Utopia. Its idea is the Happening. Let it be concrete, let it be vivid,
let it be personal. Let it be now."
In a world of electronic sense experience there is little room for
the simple definitions of former years: there is no place for heroes,
extremists or ideology of any form. Desirable qualities are "inven-
tiveness, eloquence, honesty, elegance and good looks", to which we
might add consistency, idealism and an empirical approach to pre-
viously untouchable question.
When applied to sex, religion, drugs, social problems or world
politics, this combination of empiricism and scepticism with almost
naive idealism produces answers which, on the surface are cold but
which have the power to intensely involve the young in their im-
plications.
The new man of the Now Generation is an activist. He is involved
and committed. Yet for all his possibilities the new men of Time's
description make up at best 10% of today's youth.
Time's men have been "alienated, uncommitted or non-involved"
but they have been cognizant of their problems and they are work-
ing hard to overcome their fears of leading "lives of quiet despera-
tion." The other 90%, and in Canada the figure would be still larger,
are simply unaware of their meaninglessness.
They ape the involvement of the activists but are in reality just
clinging "to the obverse side of the Puritan ethic — that hard
work is good for its own sake." They wonder not about whether
they will fit in but where they will fit in.
The shift away from specialized subjects in universities which
Time mentions, is non-existent in Canada. Few Canadian students
wish to deviate "from the spartan code of professionalism."
There has not been, in Canada at least, a basic revolution in the
young generation. In universities, student apathy, not dictatorial ad-
ministrations or long-dead eurriculums, is still cited as the main
stumbling block to true improvement.
It is, in fact, in the universities that the "New Generation" of
Canada is being put to the test. Time says that the campus is an
immediately fruitful area for social involvement because it is "a
malleable microcosm of an existing and perfectable world."
The university of today is unsuited to our needs. It exists as a
living anachronism because we, the so-called Now Generation, have
failed to exercise our empirism, scepticism, and idealism to mould
this microcosm into a more perfect world.
An honourable bore
Wednesday, the Hon. John Pickersgill, the second in the series of
four Centennial speakers at WLU, bored his audience with a plebian
discourse on Canadian history.
The title of the speech was "The Place of Equalization in Canadian
Federalism," a subject which lends itself to a controversial approach,
yet the speaker buried it in an avalanche of unimportant financial
and political detail, interspersed with graying anecdotes from his
personal life. In short, he said nothing about nothing ... a good
candidate for the Senate.
A week before, in the first lecture, Dr. Chester Ronning gave a
stimulating, informative and witty presentation on "Canada's Chang-
ing Role in International Affairs," packing the Theatre Auditorium,
and standing in sharp contrast to the mediocrity, which this week
fortunately only relatively few people witnessed.
Dr. Ronning's speech, by itself, justifies the creation of the lecture
series. Even the-speech by Pickersgill will illustrate to the student
the type of man, and the type of intellect, that we find in positions
of power in this country. The college is benefiting from this newly
instigated form of education for this campus. The CORD hopes that
the program may be continued and expanded so that interest and
thought about Canadian and world politics becomes a part of each
student.
LETTERS to EDITOR
Dear Sir:
Three cheers for Council and
SUBOG for saving the Boar's
Head Banquet. Are they now go-
ing to save the many other clubs
that rely on sales through the
handsome new ticket booth?
The Circle-K Club had sold only
200 tickets until the schools pow-
erful leaders lifted the barrier to
sales outside the SUB. Immedi-
ately, upon moving outside the
Torque room and into the dining
hall, all of the banquet tickets
were devoured by the hungry
students. (Please excuse the
corny imagery).
We sincerely appreciate the ex-
ecutive's desire to bring more
students into the SUB — but whyshould we have to pay, through
low ticket or Christmas Card
sales, for their inability to create
a significant flow of students
through the SUB? Moreover, we
really cannot see how SUB parti-
cipation can exist when the chair-
man — Mr. Pettit, has the auda-city to lock the doors to the stu-
dent body. With a transient pop-
ulation such as students, chaining
ddSrs is not the solution to any-
thing. In addition, we must say
that Picnic Tables are not con-
ducive to creating a gentleman's
atmosphere. If a decent environ-
ment were created to match the
attractive mural in the games
room, we are confident that WLU
would treat it with respect. —But, that is another letter.
It is student nature to not go
out of their way to spend their
hard "borrowed" money, and
thus we contend, that unless our
ticket booth is placed in a more
appropriate place, such as, at
the bottom of the main stairs
beside IEI, many of the schools
clubs will suffer costly losses.
In conclusion, will Council and
SUBOG look the other way for
the other clubs as well as the
Circle-K, or are we going to have
to beg Council for higher club
grants to pay for our losses as
well?
P.S. — Help save the "tinyticket salesman" from claustro-
phobia and isolation in his bar-
ren box in the silent SUB.
Junior Class Executive.
Good Lord, the Sun!
Dear Sir:
I was up by the school the other
day, and suddenly it got real
bright out — like someone had lit
a great torch over the library.
All the people gathered around
and looked up at the sky at this
strange firey orange ball that had
suddenly shown itself like a my-
sterious intruder from outer space
through the fog and drizzle. One
guy asked me what it was, and
I told him I wasn't sure but I
thought it was the sun. Another
promptly agreed with my con-
clusion, and said that he had
seen it once before when he was
in Florida. No one who lived in
Kitchener or Waterloo had ever
seen it before, but some had
read about it in books of mythol-
ogy or popular science maga-
zines. But then a great black
cloud rolled across in front of
the marvel, obscuring it from
sight. Everyone looked down at
the slush again, and slopped off
to the Torque Room to drink
stale coffee, and dream of some
far off never-never land where
sunshine is the rule rather than
the exception.
Bob Dowling —(3rd Yr. Hon. Bus.)
A plea
Dear Sir:
Where are all the books going?
No one knows!
Who are the book misers doing
the storing?
No one knows!
Turnstiles in. the Library — ohwhat a pain!
But it may be a good idea if it
can stop the drain
Of those wondrous books of
knowledge,
Upon which our education doth
hedge.
This is a plea to all those illiter-
ate and cracks,
Who love to remove our cherished
books.
Bring them back to their proper
stacks,
Out from their hidden and dark
nooks.
For very soon it seems,
THE LIBRARY STAFF will use
all its wit,
To bring you to your downfall.
Remember your school motto and
what it means,
OMNIA VERITAS VINCIT!
TRUTH CONQUERS ALL!
Dave Lane.
Scrooge Landlords
Dear Sir:
One is well aware of the land-
lord's plight, when he rents rooms
to university students. "Continual
drunkeness," "untidy loafers that
do nothing but play cards 'or
entertain women," "lazy good-for
nothings that give trouble from
September to May," is continually
heard and believed by the unfor-
tunate innocent, who is not aware
of the real situation. However,
needless to say, often the land-
lord is guilty of even greater un-
orthodox behaviour and when this
happens, little, if any, publicity
is given.
Mr. A. E. Hudson, like many
landlords in Waterloo, is not
competed to rent rooms to stu-
dents and judging from his re-
peated complaints, it is indeed
difficult to understand why he
perseveres in this "futile and un-
appreciated" endeavour. If the
landlord himself acts in flagrant
disregard to unwritten but never-
theless all to prominant rules of
etiquette, he seldom, if ever, is
reprimanded.
To be more specific, a person
who has rented a room from a
landlord, Mr. Hudson, for two
consecutive years, was turned out
on the street because his account
was accidentally overdrawn. A
student paid in advance in Nov-
ember for a room which he was
to occupy in January and, as he
had three accounts, he mistakenly
issued a cheque on an account
that was void of money. Rather
than notify the student involved,
either by telling the student's
compatriot who occupied one of
his rooms or by consulting his
handy Student Directory (it
seems very handy when a stu-
dent leaves in May without pay-
ing), Mr. Hudson simply re-rent-
ed the room. When January ar-
rived, and had the student not
known of Mr. Hudson's "quick-
thinking," the student would have
been homeless. A two year busi-
ness relationship did nothing to
convince him of the possibility
that the overdrawn account ma>
have been accidental. Does com
passion stop at $8.00?
To the rest of the landlord
Scrooges in Waterloo — "Christ-
mas, bah, humbug!" Anoa.
CORD staffers stiM sla\e
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APPLICATIONS Are Now Being Accepted
for the Position of
CORD WEEKLY - EDITOR
Term to run FEB. 1, 1967 - FEB. 1, 1968
Inquiries Concerning- The Position Of
MANAGING EDITOR and
NEWS REPORTERS
are also being accepted at this time.
Inquiries and'or applications should be directed to:
DAVE GOLEM — Cord Weekly EditorOR
SALLY LANG — Chairman, Board of Pubs.
in care of Student Board of Publications
Student Union Building
Culture In Review
NEW IDEAS IN ART
The exhibition of medals in the
display room of the library is the
first of its kind. It was organized
by Dora dc Pedery Hunt and in-
cludes a special section showing
the interesting and little known
processes of moulding, casting
and finishing.
* * *The sculpture exhibition re-
flects the diversity of styles, sub-
ject matter and materials being
used by the Ontario Sculptors to-
day. Works included are by Ur-
sula Hanes in Bronze, E. B. Cox
in dolomite, A. A. Kopmanis in
bronze, Hans Hennedke in wood-
mesauite, Dora dc Pedery Hunt
in bronze, Julius Marosan in lead,
Grant Whatmough in wood, Leon-
nard Oesterle in bronze.
* * *If you have or can make, paint
or produce a mobile, sculpture
painting, photograph or handi-
craft of suitable size for display
in the library, plan to have it
available and ready before Janu-
ary 20, 1967.
Collect an entry form from the
main circulation desk from Janu-
ary 3rd onwards. Note that paint-
ings should be framed or in some
manner ready to hang. If you
would like to sell your work, give
some thought to the price.
happening By DOUG DUNNINGTON
IN MOVIES
CAPITOL: Chuck Connors, alias
the "Rifleman" attempts to get
even for past wrongs in Ride
Beyond Vengence. The "same
billing includes Soupy Sales in
Birds Do It.
FOX: Jean Seberg and Honour
Blackman star in Moment to
Moment. A killer spore from
outer space invades the earth
as Mark Richmond and Wen-
dell Corey star in Agent for
HARM.
LYRIC: Dean Martin and a bevy
of beauties bound thru bedlam
after bedlam in Matt Helm's
latest adventure "Murderers'
Row"
ODEON: George Peppard and
Ursula Andress find themsel-
ves back in World War I in the
BLUE MAX.
WATERLOO: Michael Cain as
Alfie stars in a "witty . . . .
funny . . . delightful com-
edy."
IN THEATRE
Don't miss the WUC pro-
duction of "The Fantasticks" to-
night and tomorrow. This "play
with music" is being staged in
IEI at 8:15 P.M. Tickets are
$1.50.
IN DISCUSSION
The third in the Centennial
Lecture Series will be held Wed-
nesday night at 8:00 in the T.A.
Senator Ross Macdonald lectures
on the subject. "The Role Of
Responsible Government in a
Oollectivistic Age."
ON THE COURT
The Hawks entertain St. John's
Fisher College of Rochester to-
night in the T.A. A dance with
the Penny Farthings will follow.
AT THE STOMP
The Frosh Class presents the
"Fabulous Citations" in the TA
Saturday at 8:00 P.M. Admission
is 75c a person and $1.00 a
couple. 'AT THE PUBGRAND: The Checkers provide
fun and games ait Bridgeport's
finest nightclub.
KENT: Shimmy and Shake with
Zazar and the Togs.
CENTENNIAL CINEMA
Judy La Marsh officially opens
Kitchener-Waterloo's Centennial
Film Festival Monday night
These films are all Canadian
produced.
Jan. 16 Helicopter Canada
Monday:
"The Merry World of Leopold"
Tuesday:
"The Drylanders"
"The Railroader"
"Expo 67"
Wednesday:
"Nobody Waved Goodbye'
"Down Through the Years"
"Instant French"
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Don't Wait Till The
End. Get Your
Winter Carnival
Tickets
NOW !!
Wanted: One Male
Student For
MYTH HOUSE
Phone: Bernie 576-5836
CENTENNIAL
Film Festival
The Hon. Judy LaiMarsh will
officially open the Centen-
nial Film Festival, Jam. 16-
-18 at the Waterloo Theatre.
Tickets are available at The
Lyric Theatre and the Kit-
chener and Waterloo Con-
vention Bureaus.
Adults $1.00 -
Students 75c
DANCE
Siponsored By The
FROSH CLASS
Saturday, January 14
8:30 - 12:00
in the T.A.
$1.00 per couple
75c single
Music by the
"CITATIONS"
10% Off Regular Price^j^^^
Free Delivery on orders over $^-00|^^mti8|Ml
Phone 576-1630 W^^^S
361 KING ST. WEST, KITCHENER
"You've never tasted chicken so good"
EVENTS CALENDAR
FEBRUARY
-
All events to be included in
the February events calendar
must be submitted to
5.U.8.0.G. c/o J. Robert
Wilkins by
January 23, 1967
WUC PURPLE AND GOLD REVUE
presents
THE FANTASTICKS
with
Danny Haughn Patti O'Neil John Evans
Matt Luisa El Gallo
staged and directed by Liz Honsberger
tickets $1.50 each
tickets on sale 10a.m.to 2:20 pm. at box office In sub
Intimate Theatre - FANTASTICKS
By CONNIE GULDEMOND
Tonight and tomorrow the Pur-
ple and Gold Revue will again
Fantastick -ly question whether
life is a "cabbage" or a "rose."
They give an unusual treatment
to a timely topic; the characters
are torn between romance and
harsh reality, the idyllic and cy-
nical. This is presented under
the direction of Liz Honsberger
in a rapid progression of song,
and satire, and choreography.
The cast of eight uses no scen-
ery, but makes an excellent use
of space, off and on the stage
surrounding the audience rather
than being remotely before it.
The striking voices of the leads
demand attention and the variety
of songs is skillfully accompanied
by an alteration and combination
of piano and wurlitzer.
Short scenes and glimpses ra-
ther than a plot carry the devel-
opment of the play, and conse-
quently, more depends on the
techniques and skills of the ac-
tors and director, who meet this
demand very well.
The action revolves around a
young couple, played by PATTI
O'NEIL and DANNY HAUGHN,
caught up in the "mysteries" of
love, little knowing that these
have quite a practical origin in
their fathers, TED DUFF and
AL MANUEL. The onlooker also
is readily caught between "Try-
ing) to Remember that day in
September," the poetic and cold
practicalities of life which are
somewhat more stable. To take
away any illusions, JOHN EVANS
as "El Gallo' conducts a "first
class rape, with trimmings,"
RON ARNOLD and EUGENE
BAJURNY go into convulsive
deaths to make the hero accep-
able to his love.
There is a shift back and forth
from the dramatic and romantic
"visions", and the calculated
real. The deaf mute stageman
TERRY JUDD brings this out
with symbols such as the moon,
sun and a wall, and JOHN EV-
ANS assumes different roles to
comment on the action and the
actors.
Accurate timing, a range of
solos and duets, movement off
and on to the stage, and a chang-
ing of light and music combine
to create a lively pace. The out-
come is a riot!
Is the mystery of love solved?
It's well worth finding out.
Above' John Evans ("El Gallo") Below: Terry
Judd ("The Mute").
Above: Patti O'Neil ("Luisa"). Below:
Danny Haughn ("Matt").
photo by Vair
Complement
By GWEN DAVIES
The aim of the Maple
And the rose,
To grow.
The dream of the verdure,
To have birds resting
And roots secure;
The rose for its blossom,
The shade of the Maple.
Still, the strength of the colour
The rose in the spring, and
The Manle in fall.
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Final Year Students
Students interested in investigating prospects of
professional training in public accounting, leading to
qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT,
are invited to discuss career opportunities.
Clarkson, Gordonrepresentatives will be on campus
JANUARY 17th
Interview appointments may be
made through the office of the
Student Placement Office.
If this bime is inconvenient, please
contact us directly. Phone Kitchener
744-1171.
iQiewdttrnv, ycvdcn ty bo,
I Halifax Quebec Montreal Ottawa
Toronto Hamilton Kitchener
London Windsor Winnipeg Regina Edmonton Calgary Vancouver
ARTS and SCIENCE
Final Year Students
Students interested in investigating prospects of
professional training in public accounting, leading to
qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT,
are invited to discuss career opportunities.
Clarkson> Gordonrepresentatives will be on campus
JANUARY 17th
Interview appointments may be
made through the office of the
Student Placement Office.
If this time is inconvenient, please
contact us directly. Phone Kitchener
744-1171.
o/iarfevecl Svccouiiicmii
Halifax Quebec Montreal Ottawa Toronto Hamilton Kitchener
London Windsor Winnipeg Regina Edmonton Calgary Vancouver
f' "
Tou^h
The 900 people who have
Joined Canadian University
Service Overseas took on a
tough Job. Long hours. Little
money. But the reward was
In the response of people
eager to help themselves.
Now it's your turn. Write
CUSO, 151 Slater Street,
Ottawa.
CUSO
The Canadian Peace Corps
/
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Students lack funds
Simon Fraser quits CUS
The withdrawal of Simon Fras-
er University from the Canadian
Union of Students for financial
reasons' was a "disappointment"
to CUS President Doug Ward.
In a statement issued in Otta-
wa, Ward described the Council
action at SFU as "unhappy" add-
ing that "the resignation of
Council President John Mynott,
reflecting the problems of a new
student government, certainly
foreshadowed the action of the
Simon Fraser students council-
lors."
Ward noted that the SFU Coun-
cil had not expressed opposition
to the goals and policies of the
Union. He quoted John Mynott
who stated in a telephone conver-
sation early in the week that "the
reasoning was not objection to
CUS or CUS policy, but the state
of the finances of the societies
and the fact that they (the Coun-
cil) did not want to raise the
fees. In response to a question
on the reaction of students on the
Simon Fraser campus Mynott
said "Well, the paper is closed
down for the semester so there
is\ very little outside communica-
tion." Mynott stated that the
fees owed to the Union for this
semester would be sent later in '
the month.
Meanwhile in British Columbia,
Peter Braund, President of the
ÜBC Alma Mater Society, and
Steve Bigsby, President of the
University of Victoria's Student
Council, were keen to visit Simon
Fraser and talk about member-
ship in CUS. Both Braund and
Bigsby expressed concern over
the withdrawal and hoped to be
able to convince Simon Fraser
students to reverse the stand.
CARADOC APPOINTMENT
The promotion of Paiul Ir-
vine was announced by J.
Larry MacDonald, Sales
Manager. Caradoc Nurseries
Limited, Strathroy. Mr. Ir-
vine Arts II will take' up the
position of District Super-
visor and will assume dm/t-
-ies oif personnel selection and
sales supervision in Western
Ontario.
PAUL IRVINE The Girls
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OLIVER!
February 9, 10, 11
Bonanza Drive-ln
Restaurant
Lincoln Plaza
Across From Zehrs
Charcoal Broiled
Hamburgs Hot Dogs
Fish & Chips
Open
11 am. to 3 a.m.
TOWERS PLAZA
RESTAURANT
Towers Plaza
Weber & Bridgeport Sts.
GOOD FOOD
CHARCOAL STEAKS
AND CHOPS
DIXIE LEE
Fried Chicken
10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT ON
MEALS OVER $1.00
THE PLUM TREE
GIFT BOUTIQUE
4 Erb Street East at Waterloo Hotel
' . , ,
WINTER CARNIVAL 1967
■ I
January 25 - January 28
• 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. — Curing Bonspeil (Granite Club)TICKETS q g.30 pm — Queen Pageant (T.A.)
_~ „ —- Murray Williamson M.C.Animal Dance — *I©o P©r person Ted Duff Trio. Lan Van Hamel
Concert — $4-00 per couple Chris Black Combo
Queen Pageant — $2.00 per couple
Cookout - $1.00 per person SATURDAY — JANUARY 28Mardi Gras — $4.00 per couple • 11:00 a.m. — Skating (in front of the Library)
Package deal for all events • 11*0 a.m. - Car Gymkhana (Campus Parking lot)• 11:30 aJtn. — Outdoor Sports I$9.00 per couple i "•*" * -g| , * 1
Tickets will be available from now on , _.. 2. One legged race ~ , . • „«. IJMIWK'' *.*"in the Foyer of the Student Union j The <67> M ediay :M1 "'
music by: Shawne and Jay Jackson and
Reefers
Ted Duff Trio
GRUMPS
By JAMIE BROWN
"I dad it! I did it!" he gasped, and we of the Torque Room Com-
mittee turned around in our seats to Hind a stalwart member of the
Grumps Organization prostrate on the floor in tatters, an unspeak-
able facsimile of his former self. Between his trembling lips hung
a piece of paper recently rescued from the flames.
It was only Monday that I had sent him on an impossible mission.
A mission destined to reveal the truth to all students. He was to
sneak into the underground lair of the On Campus Radio staff and
find out how they figured out those ridiculous programmes. Secondly,
he was to steal a page from their script, if such a thing existed.
Now, here he was, rolling at our feet, with a flowing manusoript in
his mouth. Whether he wrote the script himself, or whether it is the
actual item used on last Sunday's show remains to be seen. In any
case, I'll reproduce parts of it here for the benefit of those who
missed the last show.
"FADE IN TO ANNOUNCER FROM TITLE LEAD.
"Announcer: Thank you very much, title lead for that . . . really
fine, uh, introduction, and thank you very much CHYM for putting
us on the air in such a favourable time slot. We've got some really
exciting interviews for you tonight, including a guy who actually
heard Dr. Ronning speak, and a cast of thousands llrom, uh . . . uh,
Fantasticks. But first some music. FADE OUT.
Announcer: Thank you very much, Monkees, for that, uh, piece.
How about that. Now for an interview with an expert in Foreign
Affairs who actually heard Dr. Ronning speak!
Expert: I really don't know anything about Foreign Affairs let
alone am I an expert in the field, however, I will be glad to give you
a twenty-minute interview on the subject. . . .
CUT TWENTY MINUTES OF INTERVIEW
Announcer: Thank you very much, expert, for giving such an ex-
pert commentary on a subject which you obviously didn't know any-
thing about, and thank you very much, Dr. Ronning, wherever you
are for, uh, bringing out these, Ufa . . . concepts in the first place.
And now for a little change ofl pace, we have another exciting inter-
view. We have with a cast of thousands from uh, urn . . .
Aside: Fantasticks!
Announcer: Er, yes, Fantasticks. Let's start with the lead part.
Danny Haughn, tell us a little about your role in the play.
Haughn: Yes, announcer, I play the lead. The show's going great,
and I have a really fun part, it's ...
Announcer: Er, yes, now, thank you very much. Here's another
member of the cast. I understand you play a father, Ted Duff. Tell
us about it.
Duff: Yes, I play the part of a father in the play. It's really a fun
part. I'm really getting a kick out of it. I . . .
Announcer: Thank you very much, Ted. Here's Patty O'Neil. She
plays the female lead. Patty, would you like to say a few words
about your part?
O'Neil: Thank you very much, announcer. Yes, I have a very viva-
cious role in the play. It's really quite exciting. In the middle of the
action, I get raped. (Another first for the P & G.) As you can see,
it's really a fun part. ...
Announcer: Thank you very much, Patty, I can see that yours really
is a fun part, now stop giggling in the background. Here's a little
music from the show. Too bad you people out there can't hear it, too.
If it weren't for all that interference, you might like it.
END OF PAGE ONE."
* * *
Just before press time a spy in the Grumps Organization infiltrated
the ranks of the cast of Fantasticks to witness a rehearsal. Don't be
frightened off by that interview last Sunday. From all reports it
sounds like it's quite a 9how. Don't miss it.
Girls sports active in January
By SUE MILES
Girls' sports activities are in
full swing for the month of Janu-
ary. January 13 and 14, the var-
sity teams from WLU will be
competing against other varsity
teams at the University of
Guelph.
January 27 and 28, our teams
will be travelling to York Uni-
versity for further competition.
Also, WLU will be hostessing an
E-W badminton conference Janu-
ary 21. Anne White, Lynda Mar-
tin, Anita Reimer and Laima
Zickmanis will be the WLU re-
presentatives.
Intramural Basketball will be-
gin soon. Any girls off campus
who wish to play can sign the
list on the bulletin board outside
IEI.
In order to raise money for var-
sity blazers, the WAA has an-
nounced that it will run coat
checks for any functions. Please
contact Barb Hawke, president
of WAA.
Hawks win & lose In hockey wars
Comebacks seem to be in vog-
ue for this year's hockey Hawks,
but unfortunately they don't al-
ways work. Way back on Decem-
ber 10th the Hawks spotted the
University of Windsor a 3- 0 se-
cond period lead before coming
back with five unanswered goals
in the final twenty minutes. This
method doesn't always work in
Kirkland Lake (in case you don't
know, it's 30 miles north of Earl-
ton) the Hawks dropped a not so
close 5- 4, battling from behind
three times to tie the score be-
fore Northern Ontario Institute
of Technology (NOIT) put the
game away at 15:50 of the third
period.
Against Windsor, the Hawks
played the first period like they
were in a trance and they were
lucky to come out losing 1- 0
with Don Mickle providing the
margin for Windsor. The Hawks
also came out on the short end of
the 15- 9 shots on goal total. TheHawks started to show life in the
second period, peppering the
Lances goalie, Brunner, with 18
shots, but they were unable to
beat him. Meanwhile (and it was
really mean) Lancers managed
to put two of their eleven shots
past Ken Payne, with Mieallif
and Boyko doing the dirty work.
Bill Watts finally managed to
beat Brunner at the 5:54 mark
of the final frame. John O'Flah-
erty narrowed the margin to 2-1
at 10:47. Three goals in as many
minutes put the crush on the
Lancers. Team leading goal-gett-
er, Bob Seager, popped in his
seventh goal in as many games
to tie the score; Frank Hoyles
fired a low goal mouth scramble
shot which proved to be the win-
ner, and then Dave Tuekser put
the game on ice with two and a
half minutes remaining. The
Hawks outshot Windsor 18-11 in
the third llor an overall 45 -37
edge. Lancers led the penalty
parade, taking 6 of the 10 minors
called.
Then it was on the land of
eskimo pies and perpetual
hotels. Even though they drop-
ped their fifth consecutive ex-
hibition game, the Hawks grossly
out-played their northern adver-
saries, but their inability to put
the puck in the net led to their
ultimate defeat. Al Haggerman
led the Hawks with two goals,
his sixth and seventh. Bob Seag-
er with his eighth and John
O'Flaherty with his fifth round-
ed out the Hawk goal-getting.
Norm Allen, foiled several times
from close in, contributed three
assists for his linemates, Hagger-
man and O'Flaherty. Mathe
turned out a hat-trick and also
assisted on Watt's goal for a
four point afternoon. Davidson
triggered the other NOIT goal.
Team captain Rull contributed
three assists for the Northerners
as did Boyette.
NOIT struck fast in the first
period with Mathe cashing in
on their first shot on net at 1:30.
Six and a half minutes later, Al
Haggerman took O'Flaherty's
pass and fired a high twenty foot
wrist shot which Menard never
moved on to tie the score. Bob
Seager put the Hawks in the lead
at 1:02 of the second after Jim
Hanraney replaced Ken Payne
for the second period; Mathe
tied it up a little over two min-
utes later. At the eight minute
mark Davidson put NOIT in
front but five minutes later
O'Flaherty tied it up again.
Watts put Northern ahead for
the third time, two and a half
minutes before the period end-
ed.
Haggerman tied it up for the
final time midway through the
last frame, but Mathe banged
home the winner at 15:54 to
round out this hat trick and the
scoring. Final score: NOIT 5,
WUC 4. Next home game is Jan-
uary 28, in the big one against
Laurentian.
Some of the fast action around the nets in WLU's last game.
Cartoon by Earl Albrecht
Girls sports results
By SUE MILES
The WLU girls' basketball re-
sults in the Basketball Conference
at U of W last weekend are as
follows:
Game 1. WLU 14
McMaster 32
Game 2. WLU 21
U of Windsor 13
Game 3. WLU 13
U of W 23
Game 4. WLU 18
U of Guelph 17
Jackie Mackillican was high
scorer in every game with a total
of 28 points — keep up the good
work Jackie!
The basketball standings are:
First: U of W and McMaster
(tied)
Second: WLU
Third: Windsor
Fourth: Guelph
The overall standing for the
basketball, volleyball and bad-
minton is:
First: McMaster
Second: U of W
Third: U of Windsor
Fourth: U of Guelph
Fifth: WLU
The badminton results will be
published next week.
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Follnds BARBER SHOPS
and MEN'S HAIR STYLING
WATERLOO SQUARE MALL 576-4800
12 Chairs No Waiting
SHOESHINE and MANICURE— Toronto Location —Yorkdale Shopping Centre Store 97 789-3876
Flemingdon Park Shopping Centre 429-1137
STONE'S OLD CASTLE INN jjtjF
Dining and Banquet Room J|Hi|
STUDENTS ARE WELCOME!
STONE'S ROCKWAY RESTAURANT
both opposite ROCKWAY GARDENS
KING ST. E. — KITCHENER
B&L IGA
MARKET
Loin Pork Chops lb. 79c
6 15-oz. tins of
Libby's Peas $100
5 one pint bricks of
Ice Cream $1.00
Grapes 2 lbs. for 29c
5 Grapefruit for 39c
FREE DELIVERY
Orders $5.00 and over
Corner King and University
STEAK HOUSE LTD.
THE ARABIAN ATMOSPHERE
OPEN J5^P
Sunda I G me jP^^Bpib
i v 1 Cfiar-Broi/ed I "-^. fLuncheon 1 v"™u"™ t-axr:s^^^Ll\
The Steak House / Absolute |\ NT*J \\
That Caters To / Finest I V Nv^y
For Reservations Phone 745-3601
124 - 130 KING STREET S., WATERLOO
Free Parking At The Square
85-50 over York
Hawks continue unbeaten league play
By GYM ROSS
About a month ago the Basket-
ball Golden Hawks gave an indi-
cation of what kind of ball they
can and are going to play by
trouncing the Laurentian Univer-
sity Voyageurs 101-61. The final
score was even more impressive
when it was realized that the
Hawks trailed 38-45 at half time.
The Voyageurs started the
game determined to prove the
Hawks were not up to the quality
of most WLU teams, but by the
end Norm Cuttiford, Glen Wilkie,
Dave Bowen, Dave Baird, and
John Zentins had pooled their
talents to prove the folly of the
northerner's thinking.
Coach Lockhart was elated at
the "coolness" of his team. "Ev-
en when they were down they
never lost their poise." The play-
ers are getting to know each
other better and beginning to jell
as a team.
Cuttiford paced the Hawks with
his second 26 point performance
of the season. Also sharing in the
scoring were Bowen with 20
points, Baird with 16 points, Wil-
kie with 11 points, and Zentins
with 8 points. For the Voyageurs
Don Croteau, Jim Greenfield and
Ed Jakubo scored 18, 16 and 12
points respectively.
The results of many hard prac-
tices over the Christmas holidays
were demonstrated by the Basket-
ball Golden Hawks last Saturday
night against York University.
Coach Lockhart was satisfied
with the teams' "effort in the first
half but feels that they'll have
to beat St. John Fisher tonight
and Laurentian on Saturday.
Although the team played well
in the second half, the outside
shooting was inaccurate. The only
noise that York made was by it's
manager. His boisterousness cost
his team two technical fouls and
he was banished to the end of
the bench.
Dave Bowen and Sandy Nixon
headed the Hawk scorers with 17
pts. each. Norm Cuttiford added
15. Gorden and White with 17 and
11 pts. respectively were best for
York.
The final score was 85-50, and
the Hawk unbeaten string in
league play remained intact.
Bob Bain of WLU flies high with a member of the weak York team during
the Hawks' first game of the new year.
Basketball fiasco
By PHILIP BROWN
FIASCO is the only word I can
use to describe the disgusting
exhibition put On by all concern-
ed at last Saturday's basketball
game here against YORK
Every phase of that game was
a disgrace. For the first part the
refereeing was the worst that I
have ever witnessed! I cannot
possibly conceive how coach
Lockhart can call them the "best
referees in Canada." At no point
did they have control of the game,
the coaches, the benches, the
players, or for that matter, even
the floor conditions. If it had been
any worse the game would have
gone better without referees.
They missed even the most flag-
rant fouls. But if the refereeing
had been consistently atrocious
it would have been bad enough,
but the partiality of the referees
made things even worse. A ques-
tion to the Physical Education
Department of this university:
"Do we pay the referees by
straight salary, or on commission
by the number of points by which
we win?" While I cannot con-
done the actions, or the language
used by, the YORK manager, I
find myself commending Mm on
being the only person having the
intestinal fortitude to protest
against this atrocity.
For the second part, the actions
of the spectators were a disgrace
to the respected name of WAT-
ERLOO LUTHERAN. In a pre-
game interview, Dr. Arthur John-
son, the YORK coach, empha-
sized how impressed he had been
in the past with the manners and
sportsmanship displayed by our
students. It is my opinion that,
while it is tremendous to vocifer-
ously support our team, it is not
necessary to "boo" for any rea-
son, and that one might even
occasionally applaud a good play
on the part of the opposition. On
questioning Dr. Johnson after the
game he could only say that our
students were "not bad." I am
afraid that I cannot share his
mild sentiments.
It might be of interest to those
omniscient fans who felt com-
pelled to "boo" Dr. Johnson when
he exercised his right and duty
to have the floor swept, that the
HAWK'S DAVE BOWEN, had
been called three times for "trav-
elling," because he had slipped.
Returning to the bench at that
time out Bowen commented that
the floor indeed was slippery.
If the athletic department of
this school does not care enough
about the safety of its athletes,
and the referees are- too lax to
exercise their duty, then I sin-
cerely hope that the opposing
coaches will continue to refuse to
let their teams play under those
conditions!
I have but two criticisms of
coach Johnson. He should not
have stooped to go above the
head of Mr. Lockhart, and go to
Dave Knight about the floor con-
ditions, and he should not have
tried to pawn off the responsibil-
ity of his team playing with only
four players on the referees. It
was this action that led to a most
immature exhibition on the part
of both coaches. One can hardly
expect good sportsmanship to
thrive at the player and specta-
tor level, if the coaches cannot
control their impulses better than
they did in this last game. Sur-
prisingly, it was the players of
both teams that appeared to have
the greatest mutual respect and
sportsmanlike manner of amy
persons in the gymnasium.
For the third part the quality
of the game played was in gen-
eral far below what should be
found at the college level. The
York players definitely felt that
the W.L.U. Golden Hawks were
highly over rated. This I feel is
incorrect, but from the display
put on in the second half, one can
easily understand their senti-
ments. A basis for this is that
we only outscored YORK by three
points in that period. Although
we employed the full court press
for only a small period of the
game, Dr. Johnson felt that it
did little to hamper his team. He
also felt that the York team, one
of the lowest rated teams in the
league, had played "above their
heads," in their best game of the
season.
There is no doubt that we play-
ed a good first half, and much
credit should be given to the team
for that performance. Unfortun-
ately they did not keep up this
quality in the second half. At NO
time did they play the game of
which they are capable!
At any rate the whole game
was a fiasco. This type of exhibi-
tion degenerates basketball from
being called a "SPORT."
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We market products and services In four essential segments of tho
economy: steel and steel products, engineering, power and transportation
equipment. In our divisions and subsidiaries, you will apply your skills
and knowledge in a stimulating environment of challenging work,
responsibility and rewards.
We would like to meet you on the campus In order to discuss your
career plans, our graduate training and development programs, and the
opportunities with Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.
Please consult your Placement Office for position descriptions, reference
materials, and interview times.
Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.
Hawker Siddeley will be interviewing graduating students
at the Bachelor and Master's levels on
JANUARY 19 and 20
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Service
Licensed Mechanic
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Mama Was A Preacher
What was originally intended
as a polemic against American
Lutheranism has become idle
musing about a position which
was apparently assumed through
default rather than arrived at by
conscious decision. American Lu-
theranism does not ordain women
and the only justification seems
to be tradition. First of all
women have filled this position
adequately. The first in the Chris-
tian church may have been
Philip's daughters (Acts 21:9).
The Pentecostal assemblies have
long recognized that -women can
preach and teach as well as men
and more recently the U. C. C,
the Evangelical Church of West
Germany and the Lutheran
Church in Sweden have ordained
women and many are serving as
pastors, and apparently doing
their jobs well, perhaps better (al-though this may be because the
pioneers in a profession are often
more suited to their chosen career
than those who rush into a wide
open field). There seems no
policy of the L.C.A. at least which
would be inconsistent with the
principle of the ordination of
women except the policy of not
ordaining women. Women serve
in every other capacity within the
church and why this area alone
should be closed to them is an
unanswered question. Some pos-
sible answers do suggest them-
selves.
No woman has yet pressed for
ordination in American Luther-
anism probably because of an ef-
fective system of collective dis-
approval by church members
both lay and clerical.
A Lutheran woman who might
aspire to ordination would likely
be subjected to censure, most of-
ten in the form of ridicule, by
members of both sexes, or she
may be guided into the safe posi-
tions for women of deaconess or
missionary or director of religious
education or pastor's wife. Most
likely the first woman to press
the issue would need to combine
exceptional ability with an iron
determination and a thick skin
and such a woman may never ap-
pear. Meanwhile the church by
discouraging a large segment of
its membership from seeking to
fill a vital position cuts its own
throat. It's true that were women
ordained some of our less able
male pastors may never have
reached the pulpits they now oc-
cupy. It is also true that women
do marry and have children and
this does interrupt all sorts of
careers. Marriage also might
make her less mobile because a
change of parish may conflict
with a husbands career. However,
women doctors, business women,
etc, have managed to adapt
careers to marriage. Besides some
women do not marry and some
are widowed and could return
to their profession. These objec-
tions would never apply to such
women.
By holding its present position
American Lutheranism is elimina-
ting one important source of cap-
able pastors. Can it afford this?
Magdalene Horman THEN GOD SAID TO HER PEOPLE
PETER'S POEM
By PETER MOGK
No steel gray bars hold back my world —Just opaque glass and presidential dreams.
The clothes upon my back are rot
The dryer now a washer is
For Unplan rules the order of a chaos'd empire.
No barbed wire spits electric curse;
Instead, I meet the hand in purse that says,
"Of course we're aware of persons."
I once enjoyed the smell of air
But now I sniff black concrete closing in,
An open field, a cow-dung ring —
Part of the world, I guess, but now
There's nothing left of that where roam
The great Hun's hoard on horses made of heads.
the Kremlin's lights burn on the hill
Where books excuse my life smeared out on page and
page of Delsey.
The guard has no dog tonight,
I cannot hear him breathe but he makes his rounds to
Lock secure within paternal shield brainchilds
Laid upon their incubator racks and
They mostly come out tick-tacky.
Freedom haunts me like a sour wind;
It's bad, not good, to dream — to think-to plan-to hope
For life where I am not a nothing
Scraped out upon a carbon sheet.
Have I known freedom?
Have I lived?
Do I live?
Am I real?
What is this fancy that I feel ,
Owes me the chance to be?
God's people run a camp like this?
••You're so damn ugly", bellers Joe and we love bis scorn;
We hate ourselves for evil deep within.
"Through the canyons of my mind" run peace, and hate,
and
Who the hell cares.
I'm nowhere man,
I'm nothing,
And some creep priest gargles inside his collar and says
"I love you sinner."
How the hell this joint is run
I guess I'll never know
For I smell the ovens warming for another human load.
My cot grows hard as in my world does close;
The boots stand out before my eyes;
A black, armed, war tank sits outside headquarters hill;
My meal is shovelled down my throat
I cannot chew
Or swallow
It's not food
It's chaff— a true meal for brothers.
We share the rigours of Utopia in its gaze?
Bite you! You can't suffer as you run your maze!
Your beauty is ugliness,
Your fragrance perspiration multiplied and fried,
Your smile the smirk of lord high executioner,
Your prisoner — humble servant — licks your boots.
Stand up, brother, you poor sick, sinful slob
We forgive; your darkened spectacles hide nothing but
Undernourished, bulging eyes — besides
We need your scorn to keep us human
For we are truly nothing, your royal highness, Lord
Forgive me living, Ixxrd.
Youth Full Of
Pregnant Possibilities
By BOB SCHMIDT
The quote that "Canadian Luth-
erans are plagued by organiza-
tional - constipulation" (compli-
ments of the periodic review cal-
led 'the SCHMIDT HOUSE') is
soon to be partially repudiated by
a youthful 'happening.'
Lutherans, often conspicuous
by their confusion and disunity,
have come to a point where they
are co-operating on a centennial
year youth conference. Thus,
during the year that we Cana-
dians are celebrating 100 years
of nationhood, we Lutherans (and
that includes the Lutheran
Church-Canada) (alias Missouri
Synod); the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Canada (alias Ameri-
can Lutheran Church); and that
beloved benefactor of W.L.U.,
the Lutheran Church in America— Canada Section are holdingLUTHERCON '67, a youth con-
ference that hopes to bring 1500
young Lutherans to Waterloo for
a 4 day period next August.
Expectations are that there will
be young people, 16 and over
from at least nine of Canada's
ten provinces attending, with
many westerners stopping at the
conference as well as at EXPO.
The program, hopefully aimed at
what youths want and need, not
just at what the adults figure the
youth should want, allows plenty
of time for dialogue between dif-
ferent sections of the country as
well as between the different
flavours of Lutherans who
will be present. Top-notch leaders
are also being found, to develop
the conference theme 'YOUTH
AND HIS WORLD. It is hoped
that the theme will be developed
chronologically, with the actual
conference ending on the note of
looking to the future stance of the
Christian Church in the world
that these youth live.
The idea is good, that the young
and alive church have a chance
to meet one another, but let us
pray that they do not come with
the pre-conceived ideas of their
elders, and that the youth might
avoid adopting the stance of
Snoopy as he perches on top of
his sacred doghouse saying,
"There is no argument. My dog-
house is better than yours."
AMEN.
Community Concert
Open House
All people interested in special
programme on WJV-TV are in-
vited to the presidential palace
when the urge strikes.
Workshop "The City"
On March 3rd and 4th, 1967, the
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary and
the School of Social Work will
hold a workshop dealing with
"The City." This workshop will
be built around six films of Lew-
is Mumford (NFB), based on his
book The City in History. As re-
source people we intend to invite
specialists in the fields of Social
Services, Church, Politics, Eco-
nomics, Geography, Planning,
Architecture, Communications, et.
al. These specialists will be
drawn from WLU, the U of W,
and U of Guelph, the cities of
Waterloo, Kitchener and Toronto,
the County of Waterloo, and the
government of the province of
Ontario.
The Agenda:
Friday, 3 March — 1:30 — In-
troduction; 5:00 — Student Panel.
Film No. 1: The City Heaven and
Hell. Expert Panel: Underlying
concepts for understanding to-
day' city.
5:30 — Dinner in Mezzanine.
Film No. 2: The City-Cars or
People. Address by traffic per-
sonality.
8:00 — Film No. 3: The Cityand its Region Reaction by re-
source people, or supplement
Break into groups and sharpen
questions. Reassemble; discus-
sion with resource people.
Saturday, 4 March — 9:00 —Film No. 4: The Heart of the
City. Film No. 5: The City as
Man's Home. Panel.
1:30 — Film No. 6: The Cityand Future. Discussion with re-
source people. Dismissal.
B.A.M. CAPTURES
O.T.L. AWARD
By BARRY BOECKNER
This edition of Per Fidem
heralds the good news that the
Lutheran Church in America has
once again succeeded in carrying
off the coveted "Out To Lunch
Award". (Haven't they heard of
the Commandments? . . . Thou
shalt not covet). This time it's
the BAM (Board of American
Missions) that topped the field.
Actually the choice was not so
easy. Not that the event deserv-
ing the reward was in doubt. It
it stated quite clearly in constitu-
tional requirements that 2 of the
9 or 10 conditions incumbent upon
a congregation who wishes to re-
ceive BAM salary aid are: 1.
that the congregation use the
standard, red, LCA Service Book
and Hymnal, and 2. that the
congregation use the LCA Parish
Education curriculum material.
The issue was that we couldn't
decide who was responsible for
these two requirements. So, the
decision was made to give the
OTL award to the group that is
probably in the best position to
remove this noxious blot.
The particular occasion which
prompted this citation indicates
the permanency and lasting na-
ture of the OTL Award. Long
will people wonder how such de-
mands become requisite for fin-
ancial aid. Does the Church have
a surplus of red hymnals? Will
Lutherans remain at the head of
the Parish Education field? Are
they there now? Is there a meg-
alomaniac loose in the Church?
If I were to send Frank Fry a
set of lace handkerchiefs, what
nose size would I buy — pastoral
or pontifical? Etc. etc.
HAIKU
By DAN SHUTTERS
Morning's dew glistens
On petals only at dawn
Dried by light of sun.
Before a tavern's door
Cigarettes and blades of grassy
Lie in sxiewalk cracks.
The tree and the wind
Encourage the fire to blaze.
"Father, forgive them . . . ."
Death of a salesman.
Mourners line his open grave.
Witness emiplaness.
HOW TO BE A DON
without really trying
By RICHARD HOLM
"You have been selected as the
don and Head Resident of the
new Seminary Residence." Little
did I realize that the administra-
tion had cancelled my member-
ship in the human race. I
had been transferred to that
much more deadly portion of hu-
manity known as the rat race.
Since that time my life has
been a constant struggle to keep
my head above water — the water
flooding the lower washroom,
the water overflowing the show-
ers because the shower curtains
were not yet in evidence, and the
water flowing from an under-
rated overblown clothes dryer.
It all began in a little log
cabin lost somewhere in the
Bruce Peninsula, where I had re-
treated for the summer to restore
my faith in the ultimate good-
ness of way out students and far-
ther out administration, when the
above missive arrived on my door-
step, dropped there with other
such droppings, by carrier pigeon.
With great pride in having been
chosen for such erstwhile pur-
suits (and the free room they of-
fered) I packed my pens, pencils,
and crosscut saw, and headed for
the big city. After tying up my
horse to the hitching rail out-
side the copper - peaked saloon.I pulled on my hip-waders and
mudded my way around the cam-
pus.
The first face that presented
itself was a rather haggard repro-
duction of a maintenance man's
rugged memory. The vocal cords
of this apparition informed me
upon learning that I was the Head
Resident of the New Seminary
Residence, that I would have to
sleep in my saddle until the fol-
lowing week, for, as he put it,
"Your room ain't built yet.'' Ima-
gine that sentence with a German
accent yet.
In the due course of time, re-
membered mainly as a stream of
daily arguments with a contractor
and nightmares of meditation on
the essential nature of mud mat-
tresses, I was ushered into my
new abode by a rather unhappy
and dejected little acbitect who
was constantly mumbling under
his breath something about new
deadlines.
What splendor! Quelle Magnifi-
quence! Wie schoen Etcetera! I
spent the next four days in medi-
tation on the essential nature of
tile mattresses, surrounded, as I
was, by three walls of concrete
blocks, and one wall mainly air.
All modesty blew into the wind
at this point as the girls in Senior
"A" peeked through their closed
curtains to observe me removing
by socks (and other things) while
I helplessly hurried to bed with-
out the benefit of closed curtains.
Or for that matter, curtains! They
arrived as a Christmas present
from the girls, who felt that all
the blushing I was doing was not
good for my health, or theirs. I'm
not sure which. Maybe both.
The next three months are only
dim and often foggy recollections
of being used as a fotobali and
kicked in the head. And else-
where. The teams lined up with
the administration, the contrac-
tor, and the architect on one
side, and the students on the
other. Both sides are winning. I
lost. A long time ago.
The residents of this architec-
tural monstrosity were dissatis-
fied with the name of "Grad B,"
and so, in honor of Amenhotep
Ulysses Narf, an unknown Theo-
logician of some future time, re-
named the stultifying pile of
brick as the A.U.N.T. Hill. I have
Pastoral Pogroms
By JOHN HORMAN
There is something almost
metaphysical about Amenhotep
Ulysses Narf. I mean, that what-
ever the situation, somehow he
always seemed to emerge vic-
torious. This was especially no-
ticeable the time that he had his
oolloquium with the heresy board
or as it is more officially called,
the Examining Committee of the
Synod. This is a situation which
has caused many a good semin-
arian to go into a purple panic.
If you don't believe it, just watch
some of the antics around the
A.U.N.T. Seminary these days.
But Narf was made of sterner
stuff. Perhaps he had a better
Fragestellurvg, or something. Or
maybe it was just a lot of gall.
I haven't quite made up my
mind. But whatever it is, I am
sure that you will agree that it
is an inspiration for those who
follow.
When you hear Narf's metho-
dology, I am sure that you will
want to object that there is noth-
ing all that new about it. To be
sure, in a way there isn't. That
is just the genius of the whole
business. In the same way, ap-
ples fell from trees and hit people
on the head long before Newton.
So for centuries, graduating se-
minarians, when faced with the
prospect of appearing before
examining committees, have ap-
plied essentially Narfian princi-
ples.
But they have done it in such
an unsystematic way. Sometimes
they would start out in a vigor-
ously Narfian way and then get
cold feet when confronted with
an unexpected question.
Sometimes they would apply
Narf's principles in some areas,
but abandon them in other more
crucial areas. But, as Narf so
aptly pointed out, a good rule of
thumb if you are going to use
Narfian principles is that you
must use them all the way or not
at all. Disaster lies in wait for
the half-hearted Narfist.
By now you will want me to
stop filibustering around and get
on to Narf's method. Tsk, Tsk.
Such impatience is improper and
uncalled for, and only shows that
you have imperfectly understood
the point of the last lesson on
Narf, namely, that obscurity is
essential for anyone who wishes
to get anywhere in the church.
As Na'rf succinctly pointed out,
obscurity sounds nice. So, says
Narf, never say anything direct-
ly when you are before the exa-
mining committee. Use a long
prologue, if possible rather dis-
tant from the actual point which
you are trying to muffle. The
other members of the committee,
being clergymen, will appreciate
this, and will actually feel un-
comfortable if you come to the
point. The beautiful thing about
this method is that you can, if
you use correct principles, make
the committee members forget
what the question was, thus re-
lieving them of the awful respon-
sibility of deciding whether your
answer is satisfactory. In this
way you will earn their gratitude.
The next important principle is
to be affable. If you have any
doubts about the usefulness of
the Examining Committee as an
effective way of keeping unde-
sirable elements out of the mini-
stry, do not let these doubts af-
fect your dealings with the com-
mittee. For all you know, maybe
they got stuck with the job. But
even if they do enjoy the work,
why dampen their enjoyment?
Make them feel comfortable,
and they will have less compunc-
tion about letting you through.
Divide and conquer is an im-
portant principle for all Narfists
to keep in mind. Seen from one
point of view, a committee is a
power struggle. It is important
for anyone being interviewed by
a committee to realize this. In
any given committee there is
real and apparent power, and
woe unto the interviewee who
can't tell the difference. And so,
when you go before a committee,
you must ask yourself what is
the real power structure. Is the
chairman, for example, the most
important person present? If he
is, the game is greatly simplified.
An Olde Christmas Bravely Revisited
By BUD CHRISTENSON
(Note: Any similarity in this
episode to persons living or dead
and to incidents which actually
happened is purely intentional.)
. . . I'm Screaming of a White
Christmess . . .. . . Come on, Harry, get that
damn tree up straight; the old
bitch'll kill me if it don't look
right.
... I only gave Mary a 98c
botle of perfume; I hope she
doesn't give me anything more
expensive; you know how 'uppity'
she'll get.
. . . and she brought fourth her
first born son and rapped him in
swaddling clothes and laid him
in a manger.. . . Heh, Ann, did we send
them a Christmas card?. . . 'Take my life and let it be
Constipated Lord' . . . No! No!
Mary, the word is consecrated!. . . Come on honey, get with
the old Christmas spirit — give,give, give.... Oh, ooh, Star of Wonder,
Star of Light ..... . Jesus, if that turkey doesn't
thaw we'll never get it cooked.. . . My, Johnny, that's a pretty
picture of Jesus and Mary in the
stable. But, who's that little fat
fellow here . . . Oh . . . Round
John Virgin.. . . Malcolm, if you don't be-
have, Santa won't bring you any-
thing.... Bills! Bills! Bills! Jean,
how in hell are we going to pay
for all this . . . stuff?. . . Gawd, am I hung!. . . Santa is a phynque!. . . These pants won't fit! How
big does she think I am anyway?... I just love that orange and
purple tie, Billy.. . . Christmas! Bah! Humbug!. . . Let's take Christ out of
Christmas.
Just think only two hundred
and ninety-one shopping days
left until Christmas!
(Continued on Page 16)
(Continued on Page 16)
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CINE CLUB CONTEST
THE W.L.U. CINE CLUB announces a contest
for a 25-30 minute screen play, to be sub-
mitted on or before February 15, 1967.
Topics may include anything of a serious na-
ture,related to University life.
First prize is $10 and the opportunity to work
on the production of the film.
Proper manuscript form is to be used and you
should include name, address and telephone
number.
Submissions to be made to Bryan Dare, c/o
Cine Club, S.U.B.
TRAVEL
UNIVERSAL
TRAVEL
opposite Kitchener .
City Hall
SH 3-2675——— '■ " ———,
DRESSLERS
MUSIC
CENTRE
Instruments
Accessories
Sheet Music
Organs & Pianos
162 King E. Kitchener
742-4842
WANTED
* POETRY
* SHORT STORIES
* LINE DRAWINGS
* PHOTOS
for
CHIAROSCURO
your annual student literary magazine
material may be placed in the Chiaroscuro
mailbox in the S.U.B.
DEADLINE - JAN. 20thFor further information, contact L. McKenzie 576-4667
yet to find out whose uncle that
makes me. Perhaps I am uncle to
the saloonkeeper next door. The
one who has frosted glass put
into all the windows facing his
saloon because he did not want
theresidents of the AUNT Hill to
see the carryings-on which ho al-
lows in his 'saloon. Being very
religious sorts, the inmates of the
frosted-glass prison immediately
set to work: beautifying selfsameprison with stained glass windows
by the judicious application of
paint. The administration kicked
me in the head for allowing the
paint. The students kicked me
in the head for allowing the
frosted glass. The janitor kicked
me elsewhere when I refused to
wash off the paint. The under-
taker offered me a cut rate on
a beautiful coffin. I refused. My
student loan had not come
through yet.
And then, my residence hit the
news. Front page. Student Nar-
rowly Escapes Death as Bookshelf
Falls. A bookshelf. Securely fas-
tened. With SIX screws. Fell. For
no apparent reason. I had just
returned from a vain attempt to
drown my trouble (she could
swim). Feebly protesting that I
could do nothing, I was led to the
gory scene. Chaucer had been
stripped! Lady Godiva was with-
out cover. And the Beatles had
been crushed. What humiliation!
The undertaker returned. My
student loan came through. Hav-
ing given up the ghost (I never
had a ghost of a chance) and hav-.
ing also kicked the bucket (with-
out even a whisper from the
damn thing) I can find no one
who is willing to bury a charity
case.
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From the Stool
of the Editor
Congratulations are due to the Evangelical Lutheran Church of
Canada, which has just this month amicably separated from the
American Lutheran Church. Perhaps this action will raise in the
minds of some of the bigwigs of the LCA in Canada that they should
do the same thing. For better or for worse Lutheranism has always
organized itself into national churches. The only place with a large
concentration of Lutherans where this has not happened is in
Canada, where the action of the ELCC has been the first declara-
tion of independence by Canadian Lutherans. Previously all branch-
es of Canadian Lutheranism have operated like Canadian subsidiar-
ies of large American firms. No wonder, then, that neither the press
nor the government, nor even the bulk of the population are willing
to take us seriously. According to the constitution of the LCA, the
Canada Section has the right "to form at any time a separate and
autonomous Lutheran Church in Canada". Well, why don't they? Is
it possibly because the three Canadian synods of the LCA cannot
even agree to publish a joint church paper?
What about the new seminary residence, alias the A.U.N.T. resi-
dence, alias graduate residence B (that name will have to go!)? Well,
I suppose that it wouldn't be such a bad place did not the adminis-
tration ftind it administratively convenient to ignore the fact that
the inhabitants are people. It is this rather deplorable fact which
seems to be responsible for most of the sorrows that the univer-
sity has with this residence. There was, for example, the famous
affair of the painted windows: Deploring the fact that it was pos-
sible for those who are so inclined to see the president's house from
one end of the A.U.N.T. residence, the powers that be replaced the
clear glass windows with frosted panes. That very night some
mysterious power caused paint to appear on these windows. For
some reason the authorities were outraged. Which is why a super-
sleuth came snooping around the A.U.N.T. residence the next day
to see who would be so good as to identify the mysterious power
which caused paint to appear on the windows. Since our super-
sleuth had no luck, the windows were left as is until the Christmas
holidays, when the powers that be took advantage of the absence
of the bulk of the seminarians to remove the beautiful designs from
the windows. If we have any powers of prophecy, however, we
would predict that these designs will re-appear. After all, they are
the only attractive and human thing about the whole building. Se-
minarians, being old-fashioned types, prefer a Uttle bit of humanity.
Perhaps the super-sleuth would like to make a date?
Some have asked the editor if Mr. Narf really exists. Now,
isn't that a silly question? Mao Tse-tung says that Narf does not
exist, and we all know what we think of him, don't we? If- you
deny the existence of Narf, the next thing you know we will have
the Red Guards invading the faculty common room and compelling
the professors to submit to rigorous public criticism on their hand-
ling of the miniskirt issue, and wouldn't that be dreadful. So Narf
exists, you better believe it.
Peter Pontificates
By PETER MOGK
The great high God is now re-
cording. Do not disturb his per-
formance. God himself is present.
His chief priest presides. Silence
is demanded. He is a jealous God.
Do not chatter or talk while he
is speaking. This is his convent.
Maintain silence in his halls. Let
no one hear the rustling of
tongues between cells. He is a
great God Let all within keep
silence.
Institutes of WUC 19:67
Comments of, senior at W.U.C.
to prospective freshmen (over-
heard by seminarian):
Yes, you will be well advised to
come to W.U.C.
No. Chapel is not compulsory,
though silence is df you do not go.
So if you must talk you might
as well go to chapel to see what
stranger is in town and has con-
sented to reduce chaplain's ex-
penses.
No, we do not have a chaplain.
In the fellows! Ip of all believers
eyeryone is his own chaplain as
well as a chaplain to everyone
eise. :: :' !.. No, the meals are not poor. But
you never get,close enough to the
kitcen to get a full tray. Every-
thing is doled out. Its a non-profit
effort, you realize.
No, the $40,000 from the kitch-
en was not a profit. It is simply
unused food money. But think of
the 9teak you'll get on the last
day before Christmas when you
are sent home like a good child
to be with your parents where
you should be.
No, you don't need a room on
campus when you're at home
where you belong.
No, campus is not your home.
You just live here. The holiday
comes at a good time. It provides
the break necessary to remind
some people that they don't
really live here It prevents in-
volvement of feeling for the
place.
No, you can't stay on campus
for the holiday, so you see there
is no need for the kitchen to be
open.
No, you may not get special
permission to remain in residence
if you have no home to go to.
You would be unprotected and it
is important that you be protect-
ed at all times when you are so
young and immature.
Yes, you should get the health
insurance. Who knows you might
fall on the ice. You see, they
don't scrape the ice from the
walks — only salt the ice a bit
and use a popcorn tractor to fill
in the cracks.
No, the Cord is not an admin-
istrative voice. It is free expres-
sion of opinion of anyone. But it
is certainly undesirable to be
anti-administration. They do hand
out the marks; or refuse to as
the tale goes.
Letter
From The Sublime to the Ridiculous
"Very Nice" not
Very nice
Dear Sir:
After reading the article " ...
Very nice, very nice," by Marilyn
Weingartner in the November 11
PER FIDEM, I thought that your
readers would be interested in
what Seminettes as an organi-
zation looks like to one who can
base her observations on the ex-
perience of attending more than
one meeting.
The author of that article won-
ders whether we have any aim
or purpose! According to our
constitution the purpose is to
foster fellowship and study and
discussion that will help us to ful-
fill our role in life. At the meet-
ing in question we were planning
the program for the rest of the
year, and we arrived at a pro-
gram acceptable to the majority
so how could the meeting be
called aimless and fruitless?
Yes, we did decide to help a
needy family, starting with
Christmas and continuing as nec-
essary. We also decided to get
acquainted with the basic be-
liefs of some other denominations
and sects. To this end commit-
tees of two or three Seminettes
each volunteered to study Angli-
canism, Christian Science and
the Old Order Mennonites and
present a very short summary of
their findings at the next meet-
ing. Let me assure you that the
studying took far more than five
minutes and none of us claim
that this type of study alone
equips us to understand and deal
with people. As for I.P.R. (inter-
personal relations) Marilyn Wein-
gartner proposed that we hold a
seminar on interpersonal rela-
tions with our husbands in order
that we might be better able to
understand them and their Sem-
inary life. This motion was de-
feated. It was one of several
proposals that were not adopted.
As for being afraid, unable and
unwilling to help our husbands
face their emotions and fears —
we have Seminettes who have
been married more than ten
years, and these marriages have
held up, so at least some of us
must be giving our husbands
emotional support — how could
she generalize? Having met most
of us only once, how can she tell
what our sex life is like, and
some of us have children!
There is much more that I
could say about that article, but
I want to emphasize just these
points, the author says that "our
love of God is not shown in our
good works," the Bible Says:
"But whoso hath this world's
good, and seeth his brother have
need and shutteth up his bowels
of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him."
(I John 3:17). She accuses her
sister Seminettes of "sweetly ly-
ing to each other" and of being
hypocrites. In His sermon on the
mount Jesus said: "Judge not,
that ye be not judged." (Matthew
7:1). In case I am beginning to
sound like a conservative, ortho-
dox dogmatic, let me reinforce
my position with one more quota-
tion: "All scripture is given by
inspiration of God and is profit-
able for doctrines, for reproof,
for correction, for instruction in
righteousness: that the man of
God may >,i perfect, throughly
furnished unto all good works."
(II Timothy 3:16-17).
Respectfully yours,
Juta S. Nommik.
P.S. I quote the King James
version by preference. I can also
read the Bible in several modern
languages. It were pitiful indeed
if the academic community could
not understand the same Eng-
lish that Shakespeare used!
The Clod.
Immature
Salve frater:
" I regret that I am one Semin-
arian who has a not-so-secret
sorrow about the contents and
quality of Per Fidem. I feel that
the publication gives a rather
one-sided, misleading impression
of the students at WLS and of
their views. Besides the several
articles on the recent "Happen-
ing" at WLS, I do not feel the
rest of the paper reflects the
quality and maturity one might
expect from a publication from
a graduate school.
Perhaps I should not complain,
since I have not contributed to
Per Fidem. One reason for this
is that I confess to being uncer-
tain as to the purpose and hoped— for readership of Per Fidem.Is it published just so some of
us can see our wit in print? If
most of the articles must deal
with our own little microcosm,
or be so cryptic — with a myriad
of inferences and innuendos to
persons, things and circumstanc-
es not explained in print — thatonly insiders (Seminarians in
this case) can understand them,
why waste Cord Weekly's space
and money? Or should we have
something to say to the rest of
the campus? Is Per Fidem p?o-
-vidimg the leadership that other
WLU students have a right to
expect from us, at least in mat-
ters pertaining to our calling?
Is Per Fidem a reflection of what
we shall take with us to the par-
ishes that call us? Are we con-
cerned only with introspection
and relating to our fellow Semin-
arians — is the proclaiming ofthe Word obsolete at WLS?
Tonis Nommik
Unpopular?
Sir:
PER FIDEM has had a short
but rather restless history. Her
enemies, in my estimation, far
outnumber her friends and those
student readers who couldn't
care less about what the semin-
arians concoct represent the vast
majority.
PER FIDEM need not win a
popularity 1contest to be valuable
but it seems that as she now
exists our friend is neither popu-
lar nor valuable.
■ To make PER FIDEM meri-
torious will require a great deal
of effort and flexibility or edi-
torial approach. Nevertheless I
believe such effort could be worth
it.
Perhaps prior to the impera-
tive compulsion that we com-
municate the question should be
asked what have we got that's
worth communicating?
Yours truly,
Wayne Hoist.
Very, very nice
Dear Editor:
Thank you for your kind hand-
ling of my article in the last is-
sue of "Per Fidem." I am sure
echoes of the ensuing activities
must have reached you. The
Seminettes held a meeting to dis-
cuss the article, contrary to
popular belief, no one's eyes
were scratched out.
An opportunity was given for
everyone to express an opinion
concerning the identity and acti-
vities of the group. Almost every-
one present gave an honest, rele-
vant, constructive opinion. Only
two people did I feel were so de-
fensive that they were unable to
contribute in a positive way.
I was much encouraged by the
discussion which took place and
am considerably more optimistic
about our future.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Weingartner.
Back in the
Kitchens
The rumour is approaching
verifiable credibility. With unbe-
lievable speed the word is spread-
ing that at the last meeting of
the university's board of gover-
nors the members stood united
in proposing an expenditure from
the treasury in an amount not to
exceed 53c for the purpose of
supplying an ashtray for every
single table; in the Torque Room.
A resounding "Thank you, Sirs"
is in order from all the campus
body for this courageous insight
into our needs.
How to be a don (Cont.)
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Purposeles~ Pretheological Peregrinations Ll FE BILL STAUFFER gram. Then get a calender of the 
Whart is the bachelor orf arts Seminary courses and find out 
what you are expected to study p!'ellheology program preparing 
By WILLIS OTT 
and prepare for when you get 
you for? Hopefully it is preparing into this gre,at institution better 
a student fo,r future graduate known as the Seminary. Better 
studies in theology put I find it still it would .be very much worth 
necessary to question this. What I your while if you talked with 
experienced was far from ade- some of the professors to find out 
qua-te preparation. what some of the courses are 
It seems that the university and about. Then attempt to obtain for 
the churrch desire their boys to yourselves a good basic founda-
·have a general education. The tion in some specific and relevant 
person who f o 11 o w s this pre- fields. 
theology program gets his ge1.·eral :_ Specialization ~s a very common 
word in aH professions. Then why 
mu~t the 'bovs' in pretheology 
seN!le down to some nice general 
introductory education? If you 
fe.el like spendmg another year in 
university and have the shekeJs 
to spend the Honours Pretheology 
Program would be weH worth· 
your time and effort. 
This is the way things have 
shaped up in my mind concerning 
the pretheology program after 
having graduated from this pro-
gram and having s u f f ere d 
through four months in Seminary. 
sting of immediacy. 
The question before you is, can 
you have the coung·e to be? Can 
you dare to live in life, to submit 
to its spell, like 
Passing a boundary, floating 
without a head 
And naked, or almost so, into 
the grotesque 
Of being naked, or almost so, 
in a world 
Of nakedness, in the company 
of the sun. 
-education - usually a brief intro- -------------------------------
A phantasmagoric student body 
floats through a chiaroscuro world 
of half-tones, quarter-things, a 
distandt scenes. Life has escap-
ed, or, students have escaped 
from life. How long can you es-
cape to some remote, self-con-
tained haven of misty peace? 
How long can you flee to primi-
tive urgings of animal dances, to 
seclusion among the :frosted hairs 
of a conquered pubus, to oblitera-
tion in an amber glass under 
foamy head - and only there 
dare to live? Is there an annihil-
ating dread of the world when it 
is close, when life is too envelop-
ing? 
(Wallace Stevens, Collected 
Poems, p. 371) duction inrto many. different fields. 
At the most the student is able to 
get three senior courses under 
his belt before finding himself 
with a piece of paper in his hand 
saying that he has graduated and 
hoping that he will be able to do 
adequate work in the seminary. 
Prepare yourself for a disillusion· 
ment, -"boys'!' How can an intro-
ductory course in psychology pre-
pare you for any advance work in 
Pastoral Psychology? How can a 
introductory course in Philosophy 
prepare you to do adequate work 
in and understand what Systema-
tics is about? Your two or three 
courses in history may help you· 
in your Church History course 
but ch~r"ch history is not the all 
in all of your training. Two or 
three courses in English may aid 
you in appreciating good litera-
ture and depending on the profes-
sors you find yourself studying 
under · in university you may 
be able to write a good paper or 
book report or even a sermon. 
But your Sunday School know-
ledge wil'l not keep you in ma-
terial for your sermons when 
you are fortunate enoug1h to get 
~ut of this institution. 
Must you insist that life is good 
and real only when it exists away 
from you, spatially distant? It 
appears as if you cannot live all 
of life - that you can live only 
in a dance - but not dance in 
all of life. It appears that you 
cannot meet people in their in-
tegrity and fulness but only 
in the darkness of stolen love. 
It appears that you cannot fight 
the pressures and demands of 
society and s~hool - but only 
obliterate them for a while. No 
wonder life has lost the heady 
Can you dare to leave your es-
capes and shadow-world behind 
and jump into the fulness of life, 
The weight of primary noon, 
The A B C of being. 
The ruddy temper, the hammer 
Of red and blue, the hard 
sound-
Steel against intimation - the 
sharp flash, 
The vital, arrogant, fatal, dom-
inant X. 
(Ibid., p. 288) 
Are you bold enough to adopt 
reality - and live? 
Canada TOO: Culture and 
Religion 
By WAYNE HOLST 
About 80 theological students 
from across Carada met in the 
province of Quebec during the 
Christmas vacation to d i s c u s s 
"Cultural Diversit. and Christian 
Unity in Canada." 
The fourth annual Canadian 
Theological Student's Conference 
was .con v en e d ~.t the Centre 
Maria! Montfortain in Montreal's 
east end. Simultaneous transla-
tion, a necessary luxury for a 
truly national conference, was in-
augurated this year. Delegates 
from the Roman Catholic and 
five non-Roman communions par-
ticipated. 
• Montre~l 
ing more and more priVate con-
trols and provincial rights. As a 
result Confederation is being 
weakened rather than strengthen-
ed. 
The week of ensuing debate by 
no means solved the issue. Yet 
it was clear from the ramarks of 
Fr. Ba,lthasar that Quebec, by 
means of her very nature - her 
historical tradition and her pre-
sent culture - is indt.ed a Cana-
dian entity unto herself and 
should be treated as such. 
But where does Canadian Chris-
tianity fit into this situation? c er-
tainly not in the conventional way 
was the consensus o.f opinion 
from both theme speakers. 
Most likely many of you wiil 
find yourself swa~ped under in 
your years of Seminary trying to 
catch up on background know-
ledge you failed to get in your 
universit~' training under the P\e-
theology program. To me this is 
not graduate studies. I feel that 
H is imperative that the prethe-
ology students get an adequa~ 
training in university. If the um-
versity and the church does not 
feel this way or feels that this so 
called pretheology program is 
adequate enough then the stu-
dents should and must do some-
thing about it them~lves. 
"How beautiful are .the feet of them that preach the gospel 11 
For me, the conference provid-
ed at least two elucidations. The 
ftrst was a keener awareness of 
the cultural (or should I say bi-
cultural) dilemma facJng our na-
tion on the eve of her one hun-
dredth birthday. 'Dhe second was 
Fr. Balthasar emphasized the 
point on several occasions that if 
French Canadian culture is to 
evolve as a positive express'on it 
must do so independent of reli-
gion and especially of Roman C;t-
tholic relig;on. At the same time 
Mr. Smil:lie saw hope in the fact 
that English Canada was freeing 
herselZ from the modes and pat-
terns of Anglo-Saxon Protestan-
tism. 
Here I would like to make a 
f.ew suggestions. You may read 
them and think about them and 
maybe even do something ab?ut 
1Jhem. That is your prerogative. 
First I would suggest that you 
get out of the pretheology pro-
In such a case, you need only to 
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get on good terms with the cha~r­
man, and you have clear sailing. 
I£ he is not, then the game be-
comes more interesting. Then 
y~u must find out who t:eally is 
the most important. The best rule 
of thumb is to find out who is the 
Continuous 
Oaily from 1 :30 
EXTRA SPE~CIAL CENTENNIAL FILM 
"A MAN HIS WO'RLD" 
•.. expo 67. See the highlights of 
Expo before you visit it personally. 
• 
Romans 10:15 
' (Continued) 
most relaxed. He is your man. 
Then rate the others in relation 
to him, paying special attention 
to picking out the second most 
important. Keep a look-out for 
concealed hostilities. Bearing all 
this 1n mind, let them fight it out. 
Once the committee have a good 
btme that they ·can chew on 
amongst themselves, there is no 
reason why you should have to 
open your mouth. Just sit there, 
looking very earnest and sym-
pathetic, as if you wish that you 
could help, but just can't find the 
words. Then, as you leave, thank · 
them for a very interesting dis-
cussion. 
If you keep all of this in mind, 
the.!'e is no reason why the exam-
i:ning committe·e should hold ailJJy 
terrors. Trust the principles of 
A. U. Narf. and they will see you 
through. Or as Amenhotep Narf 
said, Well, taking into account 
recent Luther Studi-es, Vatican 
II trends in the thought of Mao 
T~e-tung, and the ecumenical 
movement, not to mention the 
present situation_ in Russia and -
the Virgin Bir th ... now, what 
was your ques-tion again? 
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a renewal of astonishment at the 
way Canadian Roman Catholics 
have de.finite,ly t h r o w ., them-
selves into the modern ecumeni-
cal discussion. 
The conference was made more 
acutely cognizant of the real rea-
sons for the rising tide of French 
nationalism centring in Q• ebec, 
as a result of the presentations 
of the theme . speaker Father 
Louis Balthasar, a young French 
Canadian Jesuit who has done 
considerable graduate work in 
sociology. 
To balance the presentation, a 
second theme speaker, United 
Churchmen Ben SmilliJe of Saska-
toon (Unded Church Observer 
readers will recal'l the name) pro-
vided views from an E n g l i s h 
Canadian perspective. 
Fr. Balthasar, by no means a 
Separatiste though an a r d e n t 
French Canadian nationalist, gave 
reasons why Quebec consoiders 
herself mor e than just one pro-
vin,ce in ten. Quebe·c views herself 
as a state per se, existing separa-
tely and equally with Engltsh 
Canada within the bounds of Con-
federation . A possession of a dis-
tinct language, tr adition and cul· 
ture are legal. 
· Mr. SmilLie countered these re-
marks by asking whether les · 
Canadiens considered that aN na- -
tional minorities in Canada have 
simHar rights to separate state-
hood. He also reminded the con-
ference that our national govern-
ment is obvi·ously even now too 
weak a fe d era l administrative 
body. He saw it as obvious that 
other provinces were following 
Quebec's 1ead and were demand-
Both speakers saw the hope of 
the future Canadian church in 
disestablishment from traditional 
institutions. She must view her-
self not as a church triumphant 
working out of the establish"rl e.s-
chalons but. rather as a suffer-
ing church s e ·r ·• i n g the new 
people of Canada in th<> main-
stre;.>m of life by permeating the 
secular culture which is now in 
thP process of e"Tdutien. 
J\~odern Canad:~n Christians 
need a more sensitive awareness 
f'r ........ ..,..,. ,,,.,:,...,..o ,.,.;,H.,~"""l gitn~tion. 
Onlv bv taking the risks of merg-
in" out of traditional ecclesiastical th~u!!ht patterns mill tl-."'' he 
'lb1e to see. the S" 0 ' 01 ~'' .. o as 
it is in ord"r to lf'~rn from it and 
to ""nt"'bute to it. 
Th!:' deterioration a£ tr~diti"!la'l 
r'hurch patterns and structures 
sh ould not b" looked U?OTI as 
signs of ev.vl do.om. Ra·ther. thev 
·should be viewerl as oroVlidin,g 
onl}ortunai,s f,;,. ('hristi~n influ-
ence and involvement in new 
wav-s. 
In the words of C>~rdinal Lerrer 
who providPd the opening con-
ference adnr<>ss. e<'nm<>nisrn can 
olav a valuable role in the coo• 
frontation between religion and 
culture. Ecumenism is not just 
mankind. Christilln or not. be-
cause it is grounded in a highet' 
ideal than mere nation~-! or con-
fessional unitv. Ecumenism is 
grounded in love . 
